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PREFACJJ: 
J^ne Austen has been praised for tha raiarlf^bl.^ 
a r t i s t i c control^ she exercises over her medium, for an 
almost f au l t l e s s and prec ise adjustment of means to ends. 
Iler ar t has been studied from various points of view, 
ever y le ld lnc '^  r ich c r i t i c a l h-^rvest. however, there 
s t i l l ^re p o s s i b i l i t i e s of fresh aoor^^-jch. The present 
work speks to study two of her major novels from R new 
c r i t i c a l angle i . e . in the l igh t of the c r i t i c a l l y 
important concept of the nar ra t ive perspect ive . No doubt 
the concept has already been applied to the study of her 
novels but in a casual manner. In the present work a 
complete and de ta i led study of two of her major works-
Prlde and Pre.ludice and Stem a has been made with a view to 
highl ight ing t h e i r varying and shif t ing nar ra t ive perspec-
t i v e in accordance with the needs of the s t o r i e s . I t i s 
f e l t tha t such a study would reveal some of the r i ch 
complexities of these novels, and indica te important 
i l 
sources of a e s t h e t i c d e l i g h t In them. 
Textual r e f e rences a rc to the Penguin e d i t i o n s of 
t h e two nove l s , Pr ide and Pr'r.ludlce and iiiima pub l i shed 
r e s p e c t i v e l y In the years 1972 and 1966, This has been 
donp In view of t h s l r easy ' - i v s i l ab i l l t y . The more s c h o l a r l y 
e d i t i o n by Ch^pm t^n wis c o n s t a n t l y used during t h e course 
of t h e s tudy. 
C 6YED Hj\3j^-i :\HMAD ) 
Department of •.tijlish 
' . l lg^rh Muslim U n i v e r s i t y 
November 1977 Aligarh 
Chapter I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The art of telling a story Is not without a certain 
•strategy' of its own. The world in which we live is full 
of irregular and formless waste* It cannot, in its totality, 
he appreciahly cast in* the mould of fiction. The world of 
fiction is organised symmetrically and rendered absolutely 
free of the shapless muddle of common life* But the success 
of the novelist is not solely depettient upon his correct 
sense of selection; it is also a matter of suitability of 
various narrative devices that he adopts to shape the 
story and control its growth into a medium with full and 
effective communication with the reader. The novel at its 
best is not a random stinicture but a piece of architecture. 
A successful architect is one who conceives the total 
impression of a building not yet accomplished and works 
step by step imposing restraints and controls and finally 
succeeds in evolving a pattern out of the multiplicity of 
parts, a pattern that corresponds to the image that the 
architect had in his mind before he took up the construc-
tion. The idea of the pattern that the architect evolves 
through the cementing and KLending of the various parts 
of tbe building into a single organic whole is ioportant 
for the present study because it helps us understand the 
concept of the narrative perspective. The analogy is helpful 
in two ways. In the first place it lays stress on the dynamic 
fusion of parts in the organic whole of a work of fiction. 
Secondly it enables us to see the important point that the 
novelist's creative act is analogous to that of an architect's 
in which the design unfolds itself only gradually. The total 
value content of a novel is in the like manner an organic 
sum of the shifting perspectives of individual parts, some-
thing not available all at once. 
FOr a more comprehensive understanding, we should 
consider what the perspective of a solid object means and 
how far it helps us in clarifying our own concept of the 
narrative perspective. The perspective of a solid object 
refers to the art of delineating the object on plain surface 
so as to give the same impression of relative position and 
magnitude as the actual object does when viewed from a 
particular point of view. In short the perspective of a 
solid object is nothing but a kind of metamorphosed drawing 
copy of the actual object on some plain surface seen from 
a particular angle and distance. 
The narrative perspective, on the other hand, is a 
more complex phenomenon. The object to be transformed in 
this case is abstract and impalpable being an idea, an enotion 
or a feeling and the mediuin of oommunication too is not material 
but abstract being made of words and symbols used by the writer. 
The novelist's job, therefore, is comparatively difficult. 
There are writers and, of course, great ones whose 
novels suffered in clarity and vitality because of the lack 
of proper persepctive. David Copperfield is one such novel. 
The narrative perspective is strained to allow room for 
irrelevant material to be inserted in the body of the story 
with the result that it (narrative perspective) becomes thin 
and fails to bring home those specific illuminating points of 
the story to the reader, which are significant and meaningful. 
The earliest part of the story perhaps has a kind of consis-
tent perspective that reflects David's strugjfle against the 
forces of darkness- Murdstone and London Factory; but once 
these struggles have been obliterated the perspective does 
not remain focussed on any important aspect of his life; instead, 
the novel highlights certain melodramatic elenents in the plot. 
The result is that though David Copperfield does convey some-
thing about life it is hard to say what that something is. We 
may say, that the novel is about the hero David Copperfield, 
but there too David's life is not presented to us in a way 
that can reasonably be called significant. He is bom, has a 
step-father and a kind aunt, goes through a number of adven-
tures, marries twice, gets to know a number of people including 
some delightful ones and tbat is all* Such failures on the 
part of the writer, as pointed out above, are largely 
because of interpolation, that is, the meaty part of the 
novel contains a good deal of detachable foreign material* 
Perhaps Dicken's intention in writing David Gopperfield 
was not adequately realised in the plot* Every episode 
and situation in a novel has got its own perspective, that 
is to say, is like an object, that may, in isolation from 
the rest, be contemplated as requiring attention to its 
graphic representation* The novelist concentrates on certain 
features of each one of his episodes with a view to investing 
them with peculiar significances so that they evoke, indivi-
dually and in the manner of the objective correlative, 
specific value content* These individual perspectives do 
not, however remain isolated but fuse into a total perspective 
that emerges only at the end of the novel* This complete pers-
pective constitutes a mirror-like structure that reflects the 
idea and the Intention of the writer most explicitly to the 
reader and this reflecting verbal medium may be designated as 
the narrative perspective of the novel* It may further be 
explained as one which in its own right seeks to retain all 
the specific illuminating points in the body of the story, 
and by not allowing the novelist to succumb to any kind of 
confusion or disorder helps to- evolve a polished i _ surface 
verbal medium which conveys the impression of both the 
sutojective and the objectiye aspects of these specifies to 
the reader with vividness and vitality. 
The question now is how and with what tools does the 
novelist < ) evolve this perspective? What are the controls 
and restraints that he imposes upon his creative urge? What 
are those contrivances smd technical devices that he adopts? 
These questions are important and deserve to be dealt with 
at length. 
Like a piece of architecture, the novel too does not 
exist in a series of loosely linked detachable blocks. In a 
novel the episodes are made to melt into each other at every 
breath to become intimately connected parts of one general 
effort of expression. But its building is not as objective 
as bricks, cement, and paints. The building up of a novel and 
the evolution of a proper perspective requires a correct sense 
of construction. The novelist has to decide how best he can 
build a whole through the successive representation of the 
parts by a consecutively reflecting medium. What comes to 
the novelist's aid, apart from the point of view of narration, 
is the artful manipulation of aesthetic distance and an acute 
sense of movement that b^ chooses to impart to the story* A 
detailed discussion of these technical devices would help us 
understand the real significance of the narrative perspective 
in a novel. 
'Point of view' In f ict ion refers to the re la t ion In 
wkiicii the wr i ter stands to the s tory. I t has a t t rac ted much 
a t ten t ion during the past f i f ty years and nothing substan-
t i a l l y new can possiWy be added to i t . Anyhow, there i s 
a t l ea s t one neglected aspect of the problem- cause-effect 
relri t lonshlp, which does not seem to h^ve caught the notice 
of the c r i t i c s who have contributed much to the discussion 
of the problem, I shnll consider t h i s aspect of the problem 
at 3 3T«eater length. 
The rudiment,b of thiy te-^ainoloj:ical concept were 
noticed for the f i r s t time in the prefaces of Henry Jnmes 
C190V~09) where he expressed his ob-^tssion with the problc^n 
of f indinj a "centre" or a "^ocus" for his s t o r i e s , ' re solved 
t h i s prcblca in a large measure by his suggestion to r e s t r i c t 
the movement of the nar ra t ive vehicle within the consciousness 
of one of the characters of the s tory . Bcich founa a very useful 
hint in t h i s remark and in his book The Method oT xi^nry James. 
undertook to organise i t Into •=• theory. Percy Lubbock came up 
p 
with his d i s t inc t ion between showing and t e l l i n g . The most 
s ignif icant work a f te r Lubbock i s that of Mrs /Jh-^rton. She 
l a i d emphasis on choosing a re f lec t ing ^iind and in her book 
1. Henry, James, The Art of the Novel; C r i t i c a l Prefaces. 
edited by R.P. Blackmur(New Zork and London,"WW] 
pp. 37-38 
2. Percy Lubbock, The Craft of Fic t ion . (New York, 1925) 
p.65 
The Writing of Fic t ion, s tressed the necessi ty to remain 
well within the consciousness of t h i s mind, but 3.M. Forster 
In h is book Aspects of the Kovel by-passed such problems as 
t r l v i a l t e c h n i c a l i t i e s . To him, the novel is t nrnch h-^ve an 
unobstructed conscisnca. The twentieth century novel i s 
characterised by ths fact that the story t e l l s i t s e l f . A 
more consistent and i n t e l l i g e n t tabulat ion of the r ich and 
varying voice of the author came to be noticed In Tho Hhetoric 
of Fiction by i . C. 3ooth. He emphasised dramatic ?nd uniraraa-
t l c na-^ratives, fo hiri, the person qna de^^ree of omnl^n-i ence 
were weak =;rounis for tabula t ion; he fai led to find oat nuch 
functional difference bet'A'een the f i r s t and t h ; t h i rd person 
na r r a t ives . The main point o'* consideration for him was how 
the story was relayed through scenes or suramary na r ra t ives . 
Norman Friedman took up almost the saaa llni^ of thinking in 
his valuable essay "Point of view In Fiction; the Development 
of a Cr i t i ca l Concept."-^ He, however, analysed the dif ferent 
points of view used by novel i s t s in t h e i r works and in 
conciuslon showed his preference for the elimination of the 
intruding author from the nar ra t ive as far as poss ib le . Accor-
ding to him the dif ferent points of view may be categorised 
In to : 
3, Norman Friedman, The Theory of the Novel, edited by Phi l ip 
Stevick(The Free Press , New York, 196?) pp. 108-135. 
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Editorial Onnlsciapce. 
'X' ag Prot?afioq^9^t 
In Editorial Omniscience the author's voice commands 
the whole atmosphere of the story. He may speak on his own 
behalf or on behalf of many of the characters of the novel 
and may reveal to the reader either his own or the character's 
thoughts and perceptions without being answerable to any one. 
Here the novelist enjoys that high degree of freedom which is 
sometime difficult to control and consequently the story 
drifts away and suffers from editorial interpolation. This 
method has been very much popular with the novelists of the 
past. Fielding's Tom Jones is a good example of this method 
of narration. 
The Neutral Omniscience point of view takes us one step 
forward towards objectification. The novelist speaks impersonally 
as implied author. This point of view is evidenced in Killers 
of Hemingway. Novels written from the first person narrative 
point of view may employ two distinct techniques. They may be 
written either from the point of view of 'I* as Witness or 
of 'I* as Protagonist. In the former the author surrenders 
the all pervading power and hands It over to a witness of 
the event. In this case his expression Is confined to what 
he saw and heard. But sometime he manages to collect subjective 
Informations about the people of the story through letters and 
diaries which he contrives to find for himself. Raja Hao's 
uses this view point In Cat and Shakespeare^ The 'I' as 
protagonist has an entirely different and limited sphere of 
movement. The narrator knows himself more than any other charac* 
ter of the story and communicates his feelings, thoughts and 
perceptions with an authority that Is reliably acceptable to 
the reader. But his delineation of other characters Is equally 
comprehensive and reliable. One of the best Illustrations of 
this mode of narration is, to be found In Charles Dlcken's 
Qr?at jE3p?ci?a1ij,oqg, 
In Multiple Selective Omniscience the whole expression 
may be limited to the consciousness of »!• as Witness or »I» 
as Protagonist or any other character of the story but the 
sense of the presence of some narrator is always there. The 
most outstanding feature of this point of view is that the 
story speaks itself through the minds of the various characters 
partsUcing in the story. The best example of this mode of narra-
tion is to be found in Virginia Woolf's To the Lighthouse. The 
Selective Omniscience point of view is very much like the previous 
10 
one 
/except ttaat tiaie r eade r ' s a t ten t ion In t h i s case i s U n i t e d 
and remains focussed on the mind of only one character . 
Joyee uses t h i s point of view in his novel A Pot r a i t of t he 
Ar t i s t as a Yoangman. 
The Dramatic Mode of expression i s su i tab le only to a 
s i tua t ion in which information i s l imi ted to what a character 
does or says. The hest example of t h i s mode of expression i s 
to be found in Hemingway's short s t o r i e s , e .g . H i l l s l i k e 
White Elephant. The analysis presented above shows over t ly 
tha t the novel i s t has been t ry ing to acquire grea ter and 
grea ter ob jec t i f i ca t ion through the elimination of authoristL 
omniscience. The movement towards the elimination of the author 
from the s tory reaches i t s culmination in the Camera method. 
In t h i s method the author i s no b e t t e r than a mere recording 
medium and t ransmits only tha t par t which passes before his 
eyes. I t marks the absolute ext inct ion of any mind behind the 
na r r a t i ve . 
The analysis shows that d i f fe ren t points of view appro-
p r i a t e to d i f ferent purposes and to the revelat ion of d i f fe ren t 
kinds of cause-effect r e l a t ionsh ip . No one point of view i s 
invar iably applicable to a l l ; yet one can discover why one 
author prefers a p a r t i c u l a r point of view and r e j ec t s another. 
The re la ton between the kind of effect the author wants to 
produce on the mind of the reader and the nar ra t ive frame he 
11 
chooses I s of v i t a l Inportance in t t i is context. 
There ex i s t s a kind of aes the t i c kinship between the 
character through whom the novel is t l o c a l l y chooses to project 
the shi f t ing point of view and the par t of the f i c t iona l design 
tha t i s intended to be brought in to focus thereby. The point of 
view and the f i c t i ona l s i tua t ion chosen for special a t ten t ion 
are par t of the t o t a l meaning as i t develops from par t to p a r t . 
The two are inext r icably re la ted to each other so much so, tha t 
even a s l i gh t delinking of the two would irredeemably d i s tu rb 
the balance and throw the design out of focus. This may be 
i l l u s t r a t e d from our everyday experience of perspect ives . Not 
only design or pa t te rn but the en t i r e content of our ordinary 
apprehension of objects changes in accordance with a sh i f t in 
our point of apprehension. A ' s l i c e of l i f e ' predominantly 
elegiac in tone cannot be commendably cast into the mould of 
epic poetry. The same i s t rue of novels a l so . I f we went to 
make a scene more amusing, poignant, vivid and ambiguous, or 
I f we want to make a character more sympathetic or more convinc-
ing, d i f fe ren t kinds of points of view would have to be adopted. 
F lauber t ' s Madam Bovarv with a l l i t s psychological implications 
cannot ef fec t ively be rendered into the point of view of 
Hemingway's The K i l l e r s . The most important thing about making 
the whole rendi t ion compelling i s the cause-effect hamony. 
But what does t h i s cause-effect harmony ac tua l ly mean? Perhaps 
12 
It may be explained in terms of means and end relationship. 
The question of effectiveness is in a large measure depen-
dent upon the choice of a correct point of view. Each kind 
of story requires a particular kind of establishment at a 
particular point of fictional time and from a particular 
angle. This accounts for the shift of the point of view 
within the frame of a single story and in different stories. 
The editorial omniscience allows a greater degree of 
liberty and as such the novelist has more opportunities 
for breaking the illusion of reality created in fiction. 
Interpolation in War and Peace^ weakens the effect and 
defeats the purpose of the novelist. The narrative vehicle, 
as in David Ctopperfield is not constructed within the 
consciousness of the protagonist, but keeps straggling. 
The narrative perspective in these cases does not 
remain focussed on some significant aspect of the protago-
nist. It is stretched into a thin and poorly reflecting 
medium and therefore falls to generate from within the 
story the appropriate cause-energy to produce the required 
effect on the mind of the reader both in point of kind 
and degree. From this standpoint Fielding's Tom Jones is 
more successful than Tolstoy's War and Peace. 
A wrong choice of the point of view affects the 
process of communication adversely. The narrator loses 
credibility and the kind and the degree of effect that 
^ 
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the author attempts to produce on the mind of the reader 
i s l o s t , i^'orster lays much emphasis on the value of effect 
k 
when he t a l k s of "bouncing the readers" into sharing the 
be l ie f and Id iosyncns i e s of the author. He pays more 
that 
a t t en t ion to the domain of end than/of means about which he 
i s r e t i c en t . Ee iosi not t a lk about the design which one 
should give to his story to make the rendit ion compelling 
The theory of ths point of view In its own right seek? to 
provide necessary information about hov/ a novelist through 
the exercise of his d i scre t ion in the matter of s-jlection, 
abst ract ion , ommission and f ina l ly with ?. sense of what we 
ca l l construction may succ.ed In generating suff icient cause-
energy Cor producing the desired effect upon the mlna of the 
reader, i'here i s no denying the fact tha t someti-nes, despi te 
technical inadequacies, a genius may emerge with suff ic ient 
cause-energy and overal l consistency and through his compelling 
rendit ion may force the reader to draw leve l with him in 
points of feel ings, throughts and percept ions. Joyce's presen-
t a t i on of Stephen in A Po t ra i t i s a case in point . Instead of 
coming to us in an autobiographical vein, the story i s completely 
ob jec t i f i ed . Joyce r e s t r i c t s the movement of the nar ra t ive 
vehicle within the consciousness of Stephen and el iminates 
the author ia l par t i sanship that sometimes v i t i a t e s the 
structure of the great novel i s t s l i ke Lawrence's Sons ^nd Lovers. 
JS.M. Forster, Aspects of the Noy^l (Penguin Books Ltd., 
England, I966) p.88 
1»f 
In short, the theory of point of view in fiction 
offers a methodological procedure for the author to surrender 
his freedom and privileges in favour of either one or more 
than one chaaracter just to gain a favourable response from 
his reader. The more the author is capable tf creating a 
valid and believable illusion of reality, the more he 
succeeds in carrying the reader with him. But all this is 
in a large measure attained through a correct understanding 
of cause-effect relationship that actually forms the basis 
for adopting .' one or the other point of view. 
The successful handling of the problem of aesthetic 
distance in a novel is a very important factor. But, apart 
from a few vague generalisations or a few tentative conclu-
sions, nothing significant has yet been written on it. 
Strictly speaking, even among the novelists there are only a 
few who have contributed to the development of the novel on 
its formal and technical side by attaching significance to 
the question of aesthetic distance, its, nature, values and 
specially its connection with the structure of the novel. 
Laurance Sterne in Tristram Shandy and Henry James in XMS 
Sense of the Past, seem, to have had the desire to come 
to grips with this problem. Henry James more than once suggested 
that time in its various aspects is a major conditioning 
factor in the technique of the novel: 
15 
**Tlils eternal time qiuestlon is for ttie 
novelist always there and always formidable, 
always Insisting on the effect of the great 
lapse and passage, of the dark backward and 
abysm, by the terms of tI^ lth and on the 
effect of compression, of composition and 
form by the term of litrary arrangements*"^ 
There is no dnying othe fact that the whole question 
of realism, the principle of selection, composition, plotting 
and characterisation is in one or the other way related to 
the problem of aesthetic distance that server to cement the 
largely varying material of the different episodes. The 
different perspectives of aesthetic distance in the total 
narrative process of the novel- the temporal dimension of 
the story, the character, the writer, the plot and their 
respective Interactions have received only scant attention. 
But before taking up such a difficult subject for detailed 
discussion, we must understand the actual meaning of aesthetic 
distance when used in the context of a novel. Aesthetic dis-
tance may be categorised as below: 
1) Role distance. 
2) Distance in point of space 
3) Distance in point of time 
The adjustment of role distance i s an Important point 
and requires close attention* Bole distance obviously refers 
5. Henry, James. The Art of the Novel: Qr l t i c a l Prefaces. 
Ekiited by R.P. BlackmurCNew York and London, 193^) P«55 
15 
to the distance that appears between the character of the 
story and the reader. This dis tance i s e l a s t i c in nature 
and may be Increased or reduced according to the needs of 
the s tory. In case of a protagonist the novel is t usual ly 
reduces th3 distance with a viev to highlighting the 
merits of his ciiaracter through a sustained inside view 
of his l i f e and evokinrj the sympathy of the reader who 
re joices in his ult imate success and takes del ight in his 
euergin^ v ic tor ious through the y i s s l tudes and t r i a l s of 
l i f e . The cha^fracters other than tha protagonist do not 
usu'^tlly havp the role distance reduced with the resu l t tha t 
only an external vie^-; of t h e i r l ives in form of action or* 
inaction l-^  et^osed to the s i j h t of tho reader. The •:ictu'3l 
d i f f i cu l t y a r i ses when the protagonist displays some s t r ik ln3 
defects in his character which are l i k e l y to prejudice the 
reader against him. The novel is t with a general p lot of 
t h i s kind subjects himself to d i f f i c u l t i e s of a very high 
order. The hero in Tom Jones« as we know i s a bastard chi ld 
and r ight from the beginnin^g found gu i l ty of comltting many 
misdeeds by which often fo r f l e t s the sympathy of the reader. 
3ut despite a l l t h i s fa i l ings he remains the hero of the 
novel, and therefore , the wr i te r has to improvise such 
devices as may e l i c i t the sympathies of the reader for him. 
This objective in Tom Jones i s at tained pa r t l y through the 
17 
Invention of episodes pioducing sympathy and relieving us of 
any serious anxiety vhlch we might have on his account and 
partly through direct and sympathetic commentary. But this 
method affects the plot adversely and makes it inconsistent 
and cumbersome* The best way to achieve this objective Is to 
control the judgement of the reader through the reduction 
of the role di&tance. The good qualities inherent In the 
character of the protagonist would find adequate expression 
in the sustained Inside view of his life and at the same time 
neutralize the effects of those actions which threaten to 
produce serious harm to his image. In aarois^  most of the episodes 
illustrate the heroine's faults and increase our anxieties on 
her account* The objective of projecting her image as a 
protagonist Is, however, obtained by the novelist by neutra-
lising the harmful effects of her fallings through the 
reduction of distance between the reader and the protagonist. 
The adjustment of distance in point of place in a 
story is also an important point. The whole scene of action 
in a story is not always centred in and around a certain 
place* The shift of the scene of action, if any, from one 
place to another must be fully accounted for, lest the 
perspective would become a poor reflector. 
Time in a novel always refers to the elements of time 
In experience. It is comprehended as it enters into the texture 
of human life* Its meaning is sought within the context of this 
18 
world of experience or within the context of a human l i f e 
as the sum t o t a l of these experiences* Time, so defined, 
i s p r i v a t e , subjective or , as i s often said psychological . 
This over t ly means tha t the concept of time in a novel i s 
something tha t i s d i r e c t l y and int imately re la ted to 
e^e r ience* I t has nothing to do with the time of the clock 
which i s object ive , general and i s often outside the domain 
of experience. When we t a lk of f i c t i v e time we mostly re fer 
to the psychological time tha t i s absolutely independent of 
t h i s axiomatic system of time tha t involves measurement, 
order and d i r ec t i on . 
The novelist* <i job becomes d i f f i c u l t when he transforms 
the time of the clock in to the psychological time of f ic t ion 
for the transformation must have a cer ta in kind of l og ica l 
spontaneity l e s t i t ^ ight f a i l to evoke aes the t ic response 
in the reader and defeat the purpose of the wr i t e r . Everyone 
in f ic t ion as in l i f e ca r r i e s his own time system within him 
and the wr i te rs endeavour to make i t appreciable to the reader* 
The hero of a novel a r r ives at some appointed place to meet 
h is beloved at some fixed hour of the day tha t i s a t a fixed 
time by the clock which i s the same for everybody. He waits 
for h is beloved impatiently and every minute seems years by 
psychological time- his own p r iva te clock tha t measures t i n e 
by value and i n t e n s i t y . But the transfoxvation of a minute 
measured by the clock in to a year measured by passion, value 
19 
and intensity oust hare strong psycbological conditions for 
this subjective transfomation. In the above example a minute 
of the public time stratohes into a year in the personal 
metrics of time that measures the intensity of the eiperienee 
of pain and agony. A man who is out a- hunting may have to wait 
for the bus to come for a longer stretch of time, but possibly 
cannot have that intense experience of pain and agony and 
consequently the situation cannot effectively be used for 
expressing any kind of intense experience of a psychological 
nature. The novelist would fail if he tends to transfoim 
this clock time of a minute into a year on psychological 
level. Pe-^ rl S. Buck in one of her stories Begin to Live makes 
one such aesthetically appreciable transformation. Tim got 
into air two years back and loses one of his arms during an 
air fight. He is subsequently declared as Invalid and dis-
charged of his commission. Consequently he j^ eturns to his 
home town. After telling well enough every-thing to his 
parents he walks quietly out of the room and joins his 
J . • 
beloved Kit who is impatiently waiting for meeting her fiance 
in the bliss of solitude. Tim, vexed by the loss of one of his 
arms, starts pouring out his heart in the following words: 
"When he wanted to tell her everything in one 
word, in one moment, and have it over with, 
so that he could forget it it was not 
important what he bad done or what had 
20 
happened. It seemed to him now that what 
had happened in these two years was mech-
anical and meaningless but his feelings 
were important- the way he felt, for exa-
mple, when he was in the sky....and the 
movent when out of the sky the enemy 
bullet had pierced his flesh- the une^ q^ ect-
edness of it, nothing in sight, no one, and 
yet death was hiding in the cloud. But how 
could he tell such things to Kit, in a 
moment? He bent and kissed her lips. Better 
not to talk, better simply to kiss..... 
"Dinner's ready" his mother called. They 
laughed and Kit jumped to her feet. "We 
have been here almost an hour," she ciied. 
6 
"It has been only a minute", he said." 
What happened to Tim in these two years was mechanical 
and meaningless and did'nt seem important to him. Of course 
the consciousness, the feelings and the passions associated 
with these events are important and Tim wants to pour them 
out to his beloved just to help himself forget it all. A two-
year clock time is compressed into the recollection of a few 
6. Pearl S. Buck, Fourteen Stories (Pocket Books, Inc. New 
lork), p.120 
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feelings and passions that constitute the sum total of the 
experience of this period. If the writer is capable tf 
telling all about this experience, his comtaunication is 
full and consistent from an aethetic point of view. Here 
Tim struggles to speak all about his agonies during the 
course of time he was out into air and gradually moves towards 
tranfeendlng the clock time to a psychological time and thus 
slowly and simultaneously bridges the distance or the gap 
caused by not attending or shortening of some of the episodes. 
There must have been one thousand and one small and big happen-
ings during the time that stretches into two years but Tim 
by-passes them all as being unworthy and trivial except for those 
intense feelings that overtook him when he was either out Into 
the sky or caught by the painful bewilderment of the unexpected 
bullet that came from the clouds as death knell and pierced into 
his flesh. We see how the writer leaves out some of the events 
and also shortens those episodes that he chooses for the 
material of his story and blends them all Into a single organic 
whole without giving the impression of either Incompleteness 
of disjointedness. P^l S. Buck displays a very correct and 
acute sense of point and place where a character should rise 
above exiomatlc system and speak from a private metric syst^n 
of time so that the transcendence may serve to cement a few 
selected episodes into a meaningful story with full sense of 
architecture. Tim attains full transcendence when he leans upon 
Kit, starts kissing her and compresses an hour into a minute on 
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his subjectiye metric syst^ ai* 
The second important point is the movement of the 
story- the kinaestheties. A narrative is a living thing. 
Like a stream of water it flows towards a single defnite 
impression that the writer wants to make upon the reader. 
In some stories this stream flows slowly, in others rapidly, 
in still others and these the majority it starts slowly and 
gains momentum by a gradual accelerated movement until, at 
the climax the movement is the most rapid and the interest 
the highest. A right choice of the movement of a story makes 
it flow smoothly and. spontaneously* Slow movement is used 
most frequently in the stories of character. The novelist 
has to delineate the protoganist in a way that he or she should 
outgrow the rest in point of some great desire or ambition or 
passion. To be more precise, the novelist should give him some 
dominant traiisto distinguish him from other characters. For 
this, the novelist has to live with him, find out all that he 
can about his past, his family, the people who influenced him 
most, his likes and dislikes and his little mannerism and 
tricks of conversation. Not until the novelist speaks explicitly 
about all this can he hope to convey a clear conception to 
others. The novement undoubt^y slows down with the description 
of the details of the protoganist but the naturalness of the 
flow remains unaffected. Rapidly passing over these details by 
way of mentioning actions taking place in quick succession 
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would inevitably blur the image of the protagonist and the 
reader would fail to keep pace with the writer. The story 
would become incredible. Flaubert in Madam Bovary dwells for 
longer stretch of time on delineating the character of Madam 
Borary without much action and gives the minutest detail of 
her temp'^ etment* Likewise Maupassant devotes much time to 
deliniating the character of his protagonist. The following 
passage in **The Necklace" illustrates the appropriateness of 
slow movement in fiction, 
"She was one of those pretty^  and chartaing 
girls who are sometimes, as if by a mistake 
of destiny, born in a family of clerks. She 
had no dowry, no expectations, no means of 
being known, understood, loved, wedded by 
a rich and distinguished man; and she let 
herself married to a little clerk at the 
ministry of public instruction. 
She dressed plainly because she could 
not dress well, but she was as unhappy as 
though she had fallen from her proper sta-
tion " Natural finenesse, instinct for 
what is jelegent, suppleness, wit are the 
sole hierarchy, and make from the women of 
the people the equal of the greatest ladles. 
She suffered ceaselessly, feeling herself 
bom for all the delicacies and all the 
2k 
Luxuries* She suffered from the poverty of 
her dwelling, from the wretched looks of the 
walls , from the worn-out chgirs , from the 
ugliness of the cur ta ins . /\11 those thln3s 
for which another woman of her rank would, 
neyer even h-ive been con^ciou?, tor tured h T 
and made her angry. She thought of s i l en t 
ante-chambers hun;; with o r i en t a l t apss t ry , 
l i t by t a l l bronze candelabra, -^ nd of the 
two great foot-man In kneebrceches .vho .-!l2ep 
in the big armchair made drowsy by the iiot 
a i r stove ohe had no dress , no jewels, 
nothin^^. And she loved nothing but t ha t ; she 
fe l t mad for t h a t . Jhj would so have lik'->d 
to be pleased, to b^ envied, to be chaniilng, 
7 to be sought a f t e r . " 
"o ' 
The above dejcriptJon c lear ly displays the slow movement 
of the s tory. The mere fpct that a charming p re t t y -^irl abundan-
t l y gifted by nature hapi^ens to be born in a family not 
gainfully occupied and consequently gets wedded to a wan no 
b e t t e r than a c lerk, i s s tretched and described at length. The 
whole narra t ive moves slowly without verbs of action, A par t i s 
devoted to highlighting some of the dominant t r a i t s of her 
temperament and the res t to del ineat ing vividly the contrast of 
the s i tua t ion in which she i s in . This also does not, as matter 
7. De Maupagsaa^f l^ Great mmtt S tor ies CPocket BookS, Inc^^ 
New Xox^, 19^  
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of fac t , requires any rapid moTeaent. A fu l l comprehension 
of both the s i tua t ions tha t cons t i tu te a s t r ik ing contradict ion 
inherent in her taBp1c>CTient and s i tua t ion i s e s s e n t i a l . The 
wr i te r , therefore , stands obliged to more slowly in order 
to magnify and g i re the d e t a i l s of the s i tua t ions tha t slow 
down the moyement of the story* The reader i s capable of 
focusing his a t tent ion on these s i tua t ions for a long time. 
I f the wr i t e r had rapidly passed over some of these f ac t s , 
and had not slowly narrated e i t he r some of the elements of 
her temprament or the e s sen t i a l ingredients of the contra-
d ic t ions inherent in her s i t ua t i on , the conf l ic t in the 
s tory would have remained weak, the s t ruc tu re would have 
become defect ive and the na r ra t ive would have ce r t a in ly fai led 
to express the theme of the s tory . The na r r a t ive flow too, 
would have been adversely affected. After a l l , what does 
the flow of events mean in the context of a novel? The natural 
flow of a s tory i s one in which the reader i s made to keep 
pace with the thought currents of the wr i t e r and moves ahead 
with 
a l o n g / i t . This i s l a rge ly a t ta ined by the proper choice of 
the movement that the author imparts to the s tory . The slow 
movement i s a e s the t i c a l l y su i tab le to those s i t ua t ions in 
which emphasis i s l a i d on character or where cont radi t ions of 
a given s i tua t ion are to be highlighted or where a na tu ra l 
scene i s to be evoked. 
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Therd are s i tua t ions in which the wr i te r i s obliged to 
move rapidly* The swift movement of a nar ra t ive gives a sense 
of quick action. Innumerable act ions , which in ordinnry and 
slow course of movement would have taken much space are rapidly 
described. A rapid movement of a story always gives the impre-
ssion of thin3s being done in ::iulck succession. The quick move-
ment of a story i s i i scernib le in the followin.5 passa^^e: 
The merchants closed t h e i r shops, and cam? 
out to swell the general chorus o*" alarm and 
clamour. Women rushed to the churches, and 
knelt and prayed on flags and s teps , fha 
du l l sound of the cannon v/ent on rollinr; , 
r o l l i ng . Present ly , carr iages with t r a v e l l e r s 
began to leave the town, -^allopin,.', a^ a^y by 
the Jhent ba r r i e r . The orophesles of the 
French par t i sans began to pass for facts, lie 
has cut tho armies in two, i t was said. Ke 
i s marching s t ra ight on i rus se l s . He will 
Q 
over-power the Jilnglish and be here tonight . 
A Careful study of the above passage disc loses that 
several act ions are being described with swiftness that 
corresponds to the hust le sm bustle ingrained in the s i tua -
t ion , oounas of cannons coming from the ou t sk i r t s of a town 
f i l l the c i ty with a sense of p-mic; every one goes he l te r -
8. John, l e , Carre. A Small Jown in Germany. (Pan Books Ltd. , 
London, 1968) pp. 139-^0 
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skelter. This iapression cannot possibly be conreyed to the 
reader by a slow moving narrative* In' swiftly moving narra-
tives the sentences are short and concrete nouns and verbs 
of action are numerous* Swift movement may appreciably be 
used in situations where high points in experience are to 
be highlighted or some panic-ridden situations are to be 
exposed* 
I have dealt wltb. at length all the narrative devices-
their merits and demerits and shown how far a wrong choice of 
these technical devices may impair the process of rendition and 
bedim the meaning of the story. Now I shall take up the first 
two novels of Jane Austin individually and analyse her skill 
in using these narrative tools to evolving an effective 
medium, that is, suitable narrative perspective to communicate 
the themes of her stories to the reader* 
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PRIDE; AND PRBJUDICB 
The chief i n t e r e s t of Pride and Pre.iudb^ res ides 
in the cen t ra l love s to ry . The dramatic action i t s e l f , 
organised round EuLizabeth, the change in her s i tua t ion 
and for tune, determines the nove l ' s e s sen t i a l form and 
i n t e r e s t . I t s opening pages make i t c l ea r tha t the matr i -
monial p ro i^ec ts of the Bennet daughters wi l l cons t i tu te 
the cen t r a l action of the story* But Mr* Bennet has got 
five daughters. Lydia, Mary and Kit ty do not appear t o be 
very promising, but both Jane and Elizabeth are a t t r a c t i v e 
and accomplished and the two Bennet s i s t e r s seem to contend 
with each other for quite sometime. In the beginning i t 
looks as i f J ane ' s chances with Bingley wi l l bring the 
cen t ra l action in to focus and perhaps Elizabeth wi l l play 
a minor par t in the unfolding pa t te rn of the s tory . But 
by the time, Coll ins makes his proposal t o Elizabeth, she 
has es tabl ished herself as one of the most de l ight fu l 
heroines of Jane Austen's novels. Hence onwards the point of view 
becomes e s sen t i a l l y one.o;f Elizabeth. 's . 
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The objective of projecting ijHizabeth as the heroine 
of the novel is not obtained all at once; the author has to 
work for this effect right from the beginning of the story* 
In the beginning, we find Mrs* Bennet a little too enthusias-
tic about one, Mr. Bingley. who is a youngman of large fortune 
and who comes down to see Netherfield and is delighted enough 
for resistence 
to take Xt/Mrs. Bennet wants her husband to call on him as 
soon as he enters Netherfield but Mr. Bennet laughs her out 
and at one stage even suggests to her to go to see him her^ 
self and assures her of Bingley's cordial reception. They 
also discuss the probable girl to be chosen by Bingley for 
marraige: 
•' You are over scru^ous surely. I dare say 
Mr. Bingley will be very glad to see you; 
and I will send a few l ines by you to 
assure him of my hearty consent to his 
choice of the g i r l s ; though I must throw 
in a good word for my l i t t l e Lizzy" (52). 
of 
But Mrs. Bennet does not approve/his preference 
for E3.izabeth. She says: 
" I desire you will do no such things.Lizzy 
i s not a bi t bet ter than others; and I am 
sure she i s not half so handsome nor half 
so good humoured as Lydia. But you are 
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always giving her the preference ".(52) 
Mr. Bennet i n s i s t s on the v a l i d i t y of h is remark 
about Elizabeth: 
" They have nothing of them mush to 
recommend them, repl ied he; they are 
s i l l y and ignorant l i k e o ther g i r l s ; 
but Lizzy has something more of quick-
ness than her s i s t e r s " (55)» 
Mr. Bennet's preference of Elizabeth becomes evident, 
and with the progress of the story i t becomes more and more 
r e l i ab l e a l so . Mrs. Bennet becomes incredib le only a few 
l i n e s afterwards when we come to know tha t she i s a woman 
of "mean understanding" and " l i t t l e information" and her 
opinion about Lys la ' s super ior i ty over Elizabeth r i gh t l y 
loses a l l i t s value. 
Now Blngley appears on the scene but accompanied 
by his a r i s t o c r a t i c friend Fltzwllliam Darcy who i s a t a l l 
of 
person/handsome features , and comes of a noble meln 
The gentlemen pronounced him to be a fine figure of a man 
and l ad ies declared him to be handsomer than Blngley"(58). 
But in the ba l l room he i s despised for being proud and 
offensive in behaviour. The story proceeds fur ther and we 
begin to get in te l l igence to the effect tha t Jane Bennet 
would be Blngley's choice. Jane Austen de l ibe ra te ly contr ives 
to give t h i s impression to the reader l e s t Elisjabeth's image 
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as heroine should suffer distortion. As the novel advances 
it becomes obvious that the novelist does not intend Bingley 
to play the role of the chief protiagonist. He is relegated 
to a secondary position. He is handsome very agreeable, polite 
and fascinates Jane at first glance. It is significant that 
Elizabeth does not have a twing of feeling for him except as 
he seems a fine catch for her sister. In his conversation 
with ELizabth at Netherfield, he fears that he gives himself 
away out of shallowness. In the pattern of the novel Bingley 
and Jane, despite many qualities appear as children and have 
their adult guirdians^— Jane in Elizabeth and Bingley in 
Darcy. It is true that Jane - Bingley romance dominates the 
novel for sometime, yet it becomes quite obvious that the 
novelist is not intending to use it as its central action. 
Both the character are so plain that their romance cannot 
arouse much interest. 
The aim of the novelist in the story is not to lend 
significance to simple characters bordering on caricatures? 
she also does not centre the main action of the story around 
any one of them. Mrs. Bennet and her four daughters do not 
have much complexity in them, Bingley himself is also not 
an exception, he is so simple and good that he may be persua-
ded by his friend to abandon the idea of marrying the girl 
whom he likes most. Jane, like Bingley, is also not Intricate; 
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she i s "heroic but minor.** On the other hand, Wlckham, 
Miss Charlotte and above a l l Darcy are complicated and 
knotty characters and at one or the other turn of the s tory 
confront Elizabeth but everytime they are subordinated to 
her. Darcy appears on the scene of confrontation f i r s t . He 
i s handsome, gainful and possess^everything e lse to a t t r a c t the 
people and tempt the g i r l s to fawn over him in the hope of 
ge t t ing his affect ion. But simultaneously he i s reserved in 
manners, haughty, fas t id ious and most uninvi t ing . He never 
misses to manifest his pr ide e i t h e r in his action or speech. 
ELlzabethls r i s e to prominence in the s tory i s l a rge ly conse-
quent upon her i n t e l l e c t u a l a b i l i t y and In t eg r i t y which finds 
manifestation in her conf l ic t with Darcy, The complexity of 
re la t ionship in which they enter cons t i tu t e s the cen t ra l 
action of t he s tory, Darcy's remark about Elizabeth a t the 
f i r s t ba l l tha t "she i s only to l e rab le and not handsome enough 
to tempt me^and that) . he i s in no humour at present to 
give consequence to young l a d i e s who are s l ighted by others"(59) 
i s too strong disparagement to be overcome without change in 
a t t i t u d e . Despite her apparantly l igh t -hear ted dismissal of the 
Incident , Darcy's s l igh t has hurt E l izabe th ' s vanity and 
i n i t i a t e d the prejudice against him. She i s ac tua l ly drawn 
into a conf l ic t in which she has t o contend to defend her 
r ight to se l f - respect and high p r i n c i p l e s . I t i s t h i s very 
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a t t i t u d e of tbe heroine which in the world of Jane Austen's 
novels cons t i tu tes the moral basis of her l i f e . 
Now Elizabeth begins to feel tha t Darcy's ungracious 
remark was not only an exih ib i t ion of his pr ide but more 
pointedly a kind of mort i f ica t ion of herself . Now ELizabethls 
point of view begins to recede in the story^ She being highly 
se l f - respec t ing feels grossly abashed,withdraws from the 
scene and becomes detached from the main action of the s tory . 
As a matter of fact Elizabeth Betnnet finds herself 
in the company of such persons as are i n f e r io r to her in 
in te l l igence and awareness* They are bas ica l ly shallow and 
without depth of understanding Mr. Bennet though wit ty and 
i n t e l l i g e n t shuts himself into his l i b r a r y and becomes 
unconcerned with the a f fa i r s of his family. Miss Jane Bennet, 
tbe most sensible of her s i s t e r s , i s the only person to whom 
she can confide her innermost feel ings and at times she does 
discuss her personal a f f a i r s with her. But at t h i s momenta 
however, she i s engrossed in her romance with Bingley and 
depends on Elizabeth for support and advice. Elizabeth, 
therefore , understands i t well tha t she cannot communicate 
her feel ings and values tha t are i n t r i n s i c a l l y personal and 
pr iva te to those who are e i t h e r unconcerned or Irresponsive. 
Besides^ she begins to feel tha t she should not associa te much 
with the people around l e s t her feel ings of prejudice against 
3^  
Darcy should find occasion to manifest itself either in her 
speech or action. It will be a falling a great social falling 
Indeed^for a girl of her understanding. She, therefore, remains 
restrained and sulanits herself to the claim of the society 
demanding her seclusion. This is clearly illustrated by the 
episode in which SLizabeth is left behind while going out 
for a walk with Darcy, Mrs. Hurst and Miss Bingley. She is 
left out because the avenue Is not so wide as to allow passage 
to all the four persons to walk together. Darcy becomes aware 
of the rudeness and suggests that they should go to wider 
avenue but Elizabeth laughingly answered; 
"No, no, stay where you are- you are char-
mingly grouped and appear to uncommon 
advantage. The picturesque would be spoilt 
by admitting. Good bye" (97). 
Social rules tend to fix people inside as well as 
outside a group and Elizabeth is fixed outside so we do not 
see much of her. Her temporary withdra^ from the stage 
not only provides an opportunity for Elizabeth to regain 
equilibrium of mind but also paves the ground for her strongly 
effective re-emergence on the stage. Besides, the writer 
does not isolate her fully from the reader. Beneath the 
surface, the attention is constantly fixed on Elizabeth. 
After the first rude encounter dislocates her acquaintance 
with Darcy, she Is quickly brought near Darcy at another 
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par ty . Observing her more careful ly Darcy i s a t t r ac t ed by 
the "expression of her dark eyes(70)* He i s forced to 
acknowledge her figure to be l i g h t and pleasing and insp l t e 
of his asser t ing tha t her manners vere not those of the 
fashionable world, he i s "caught by t h e i r easy playfulness 
(70) . Despite Miss Bingley's attempt to sabotage ELizsabeth'* 
chances, while promoting her own, Darcy-Elizabeth re la t ionship 
gradually takes shape but the process i s slow and not very 
percep t ib le . 
When Elizabeth walks across the wet countryside to v i s i t 
Jane at Wetherfield, Miss Bingley condemns her before Darcy 
for the d i r t on the p e t t i c o a t , yet he (Darcy) finds tha t the 
walk has brightened her eyes"(82), Eli zabet hi preference for 
book over cairda next impresses him, for he possesses one of 
England's great p r iva te l i b r a r i e s a t Pemberley(83-8^). Darcy 
feels himself in some degree of danger because he i s extremely 
"bewitched by her manners"(96). But no sooner Elizabeth gains 
a I'avouranle footing with Darcy, than Mrs. Bennet with Lydia 
and Mary in tow, v i s i t Netherfield. The vulgar i ty of Mrs. 
Bennet and her younger daughters jire^ enough to destroy the 
impression created by Elizabeth on Darcy's mind and ruin her 
future prospects . But through the cloud of Mrs. Bennet's vul-
gar i ty and s tup id i ty , SLizabeth shines and Darcy smiles his 
approval. Elizabeth i s more ac tua l ly aware of her mother 's 
vu lgar i ty than even Darcy, yet she never disparages her or 
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attempts to justify her at her family•s expense. 
As a matter of fact, at this point in the story, we 
follow the narrative mainly with a sense of Elizabeth and 
Darcy's changing awareness of each other. At Netherfield, one 
notices that Darcy's indifference to ELlzabetbJs beauty so 
blatantly voiced at the first ball is slowly changing into 
admiration. Elizabeth, however, does not seem to have under-
gone much change in her attitude towards Darcy. She again 
refuses to dance with Darcy* She is even surprised when she 
finds Darcy staring at her: 
"She hardly knew how to suppose that she 
could be an object of admiration to so 
great a man; and yet that he should look 
at her because he disliked her, was still 
more strange, she could only imagine how-
ever at last, that she drew his notice 
because there was a something about her 
more wrong and reprehensible according 
to his ideas of right than in any other 
person present. The supposition did not 
pain her. She liked him too little to 
care for his approbation. "(96). 
Austen imposes design on her heroine^ s artless grace. 
Though Miss Elizabeth observes that Darcy is constantly 
staring at her, . -. she fails to make out any meaning and 
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continues to take measures to r e s i s t Darcy and, i f poss ib le , 
vindicate herself against his fas t idiousness . Her prejudice 
against Darcy i s i n i t i a t e d , of coarse, by Darcy himself, in 
the piece of flamboyant rudeness which he exhibited at the 
f i r s t b a l l . The prejudice which Elizabeth has begun to har-
bour against Darcy impels her to believe in Wlckham's defama-
t ion of him (Darcy) without questioning the verac i ty of his 
malice-ridden accusation. Mr. Wlckham belongs to the m l l l t l a 
regiment which has recent ly arr ived a t Meryton and I s l i k e l y 
to s tay there for the whole of the winter season* Wlckham's 
f i r s t s i l en t encounter with Darcy in which he does not deign 
to return Wlckham's sa lu ta t ion , s t i r s E l izabe th ' s wakeful cur io-
s i t y . She wants to know everything about t h e i r r e l a t ionsh ip . 
Fortunately, a l i t t l e l a t e r , Mr. Wlckham while s i t t i n g by her 
side a t her unc le ' s house in Meryton begins the subject himself. 
He t e l l s Elizabeth t ha t Mr. Darcy's f a t h e r d a t e Mr. Darcy) 
was his godfather and excessively attached to him. He used 
to be very good and kind and l e f t a very subs tan t ia l bequest 
which might provide him for the best l i v ing in England. But 
Darcy, out of sp i t e , chose to doubt and t r e a t i t as mere con-
d i t i ona l and f ina l ly s tr ipped him of the benef i ts of the g i f t , 
Elizabeth already prejudiced readi ly bel ieves Wlckham's 
to 
accusation/be t r u e : 
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"I had not thought Mr. Darcy so base as t h i s -
though I have never l iked him- I had suppo-
sed him to despising his fellow- creatures 
in general , but did not suspect him of descen-
ding down to such malicious revenge such 
i n ju s t i c e , such inhumanity as th i s . " (12^) 
But Jane Austen's concern with Elizabeth being 
supreme, she contr ives to give warning signal^ to Elizabeth 
which she i n s i s t a n t l y ignores. In the f i r s t place Jane 
Bennet does not agree with her and takes the whole thing so 
highly improbable(128). Miss Blngley also warns iSlizabeth 
not to give impl ic i t confidence to Iifickham's asser t ions(136) . 
In the meantime Elizabeth gets another provocation 
from Darcy when Jane wri tes to her about her f rus t ra t ion at 
not being able to see Bingley during her stay with the 
Gardiners in London. Her suspicion against Darcy tha t he 
has warned Bingley off her s i s t e r i s amply corroborated 
by the statement of Colonel Fitzwill iam- the cousin of 
Darcy, tha t Darcy to ld him tha t he had recent ly saved an 
int imate friend from a very imprudent marriage. E l izabe th ' s 
ear ly pique at the b a l l , combined with the circumstances 
tha t followed, p i tches her in a s t a t e of ac t ive h o s t i l i t y 
against Darcy. And she i s bowled over when Darcy suddenly, 
while proposing to her t e l l s he r , tha t he loves her despi te 
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h is deep rooted d i s l ike (221) . She harshly r e j ec t s the 
proposal: 
"I had not known you a month before I f e l t 
tha t you were the l a s t man In the world 
whom I could ever be prevailed on to 
marry"(22^). 
Here the course of t rue love i s disturbed by causes 
in t e rna l to the pro tagonis t s , Jane Austen brings about the 
f rus t ra t ion of the lovers with the very ac t - a proposal-
which ought to lead to the happy resolu t ion . Despite t h i s 
s t r i k ing employment of means, the wr i te r keeps the main 
l i n e of action wholly i n t a c t . Neither our des i re nor expec-
t a t i o n s change; we s t i l l wish Elizabeth to achieve a l l the 
happiness of l i f e . 
Before Darcy proposes a second time, Jane Austen 
r i ch ly enhances the moral scope of the novel. After his 
f i r s t offer of marriage i s contemptuously turned down, he 
begins to r e a l i s e how much he must change in order to 
deserve Elizabeth, a i t the t e s t i s made d i f f i c u l t with 
the time because the o r ig ina l causes of his conf l ic t are 
aggravated ra the r than diminished. Though Darcy's meeting 
with the Gardiners tends to lessen his prejudice against 
the vulgar i ty of El izabe th ' s mother and s i s t e r but L ib i a ' s 
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deplorable elopement with Wlckham puts the family in shade 
again. But Darcy i s not changed; he feels more s trongly 
bound to Elizabeth. Besides t h i s , he i s also very keen on 
clearing himself of lilLizabeth's chaoges against him. The 
next day Elizabeth i s handed Darcy's l e t t e r which convin-
cingly f a l s i f i ed Vllckham's a l l ega t ions . As to Jane-Bingley 
r e l a t ionsh ip , Darcy points out tha t he does not think 
tha t Jane was ever deeply in love with Bingley. And i t was 
because of t h i s impression tha t he could not r ea l i ze the 
damage he was causing to Jane by keeping her away from 
Bingley. The proud man, who once b e l i t t l e d Elizabeth by 
de t a i l i ng her as only t o l e r ab l e , now becomes so fascinated 
tha t despi te his d i s l i k e of the vu lga r i t i e s of her s i s t e r 
and t h e i r poor s i tua t ion in l i f e , i s forced to express his 
love, and on being refused, endeavours to make amends for 
his f a i l ings in order to deserve her. But ne i the r of then 
i s quickly changed in his o r her a t t i t u d e ; they being 
persons of depth and understanding cannot behave l i k e 
f i ck le s . But the softness of a t t i t u d e even on E3.izabeth*s 
pa r t begins to surface. The novel hence onward, pieces 
together those events which reveal e s sen t i a l Darcy and 
r a i s e his image in the estimation of Elizabeth. In r e f l ec t ing 
over Wlckham's behaviour at Meryton with regard to his 
rumoured be t ro tha l to the r i ch Miss King on mercen?ary 
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reasons, she i s now incl ined to think tha t Darcy's account 
of Wlckham i s not without bas i s . She grows ashamed of hersel f 
for being bl ind, p a r t i a l and prejudiced. 
"How despica l ly have I acted, "She cr ied-
" I , who have prided myself on ray discern-
ment- I , who have valued myself on my 
a b i l i t i e s , who have often disdained the 
general candour of my s i s t e r , and g r a t i -
fied my vani ty in use less or blameable 
d i s t r u s t i Had I been in love, could not 
have been more wretchedly bl ind. But 
vanity not love has been my fol ly"( 236 ) . 
In t h i s moment of se l f mor t i f ica t ion , she approves of Darcy's 
understanding of his s i s t e r Jane ' s iner tness in his love 
towards Bingley. Jane Austen i s too discerning an observer 
of character to allow Elizabeth, the cen t ra l figure of the 
s tory to move on to Darcy's side with r ap id i ty which might 
d i s t o r t her image. She s t i l l does not seek any kind of involve-
ment with Darcy. She does not see much of Darcy u n t i l her 
v i s i t to Pemberley. 
She i s now more incl ined to l i s t e n to and believe 
in good things about Darcy. She i s thus gradually being 
s tr ipped of her prejudice against him. She readi ly believes 
Mrs Raynold- the old house keeper of Pemberley when she 
p ra i ses Darcy: 
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"He i s the best landlord and the best master, 
"Said she, "that ever l ived- not l i k e the wild 
youngman nowadays, who think of nothing but 
themselves. There i s not one of his tenants 
or servants but what wi l l give him a good name. 
Some people c a l l him proud; but I am sure I 
never saw any thing of i t . To my fancy i t i s 
only because he does not r a t t l e away l i k e other 
young men"(270-7 D. 
Jane Austen gradually prepares ground for t h e i r f ina l 
reconcil^ition. Darcy re turns the v i s i t to Gardiners and l a t e r 
on intiHJduces his s i s t e r to Elizabeth. No doubt Elizabeth 
immediately takes a fancy for Georgina but she remains in a 
s t a t e of wavering; her thoughts and feel ings about Darcy are 
not c l ea r even to herself . The author very a r t f u l l y presents 
another episode; to weaken her already shaken resolut ion to 
stand up against Darcy. She receives the news of Lydia 's 
elopment with Wickham, her deep concern with her s i s t e r 
upsets her and she b l u r t s out the whole story of Lydia 's 
deplorable action to Darcy without any reservat ion which 
she regre ts subsequently. But why t h i s regret? perhaps 
Elizabeth uncons'^ously r ea l i zes tha t t h i s event wi l l make her 
fur ther removed from Darcy; he would never l i k e to r e l a t e 
himself to a family so mean and so despicable as hers . In 
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her anguish she realizes that now things have gone too far 
and the line dividing them has become too sharp to be erased. 
It, however, surprises Elizabeth when she discovers that Darcy 
has been the mainforce behind the marriage of Lydia and 
Wickham and it is he who saved the family from being wrecked. 
However, the question why Darcy who is so much scornful of 
Wickham, has cared to settle his marriage with Lydia begins 
to weigh on her mind. The most natural inference she draws 
is:"Her heart did whisper that he had done it for her" But she 
still could not conceive that Darcy who is so hateful towards 
Wickham would ever be reconciled and consent to become the 
latter's brother-in-law. But a thin ray of hope, occult and 
implicit keeps her bound to Darcy. She disdainfully refuses 
to oblige Lady Catherine- De-Borough with a promise to turn 
down Darcy's proposal of marriage, if ever it is made to her. 
And it is made soon after. But this time ilizabeth consents 
to marry the man, whom once she disapproved with great repug-
nance as being proud and inhuman. This time she readily accepts 
the proposal, which in her uncon^ious mind, she has been aspiring 
for, ever since she has known him. Darcy is now stripped of his 
pride and her own prejudice against him has subsided being 
built on not too strong grounds. 
The story thus is predominantly about SLlzabeth 
Bennet. Darcy- the most eligible man for iJlizabeth's hand, 
outgrows all the male characters of the story in point of 
understanding and character, but his progress to 
good sense has not been brought out from within l i k e 
E l i zabe th ' s . How and from where I s the money found to marry 
Lydia and Wickham? How and with whose help i s the mi l i t a ry 
commission purchased for Wickham? How does Bingley appear 
suddenly in Netherfield to renew his a t t en t ion to Jane 
Bennet? These events remain unexplained for quite sometime 
and the reader guesses and speculates with SLizabeth t i l l 
in the end par t of the novel, i t i s revealed tha t Darcy i s 
the man responsible for a l l t h i s godd done to the Bennet 
family. These mysteries a re , however not intended only for 
creat ing suspense in the s tory as they may appear to a super-
f i c i a l reader but have a deeper connection with the change 
in Darcy's character . Here Jane Austen de l ibe ra t e ly re legates 
Darcy to a l e s s prominent pos i t ion l e s t E l i zabe th ' s c e n t r a l i t y 
in the s tory be threatened and the subt le balance of the 
s tory with the heroine in the centre be damaged. E l izabe th ' s 
view-point i s a lso revealed by the amount of a t t en t ion the 
s t o r y - t e l l e r pays to her, which increases rapidly allowing 
her to recede at ce r ta in points with a view to accomodating 
other charac te r s ' points of view when demanded by the p l o t . 
Through the de l i ca t e manipulation of point of view the 
reader i s given good reason to an t i c ipa te tha t Darcy and 
Elizabeth wi l l f ina l ly u n i t e . But i r on i ca l l y enough Elizabeth 
from whose point of view, the story i s bas ica l ly wri t ten 
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does nob begin to perceive this inevitable denounement 
until near the end. 
Sometimes Jane Austen like Thackeray of Vanity Pair 
intrudes into the mass of the story but most unobtrusively 
without giving the impression of any break or disjointedness. 
After the conclusion of the dialogue between Mr and Mrs 
Bennet in the very beginning of the first chapter, the 
author sums up their character in the following words: 
"Mr Bennet was so old a mixture of quick parts, 
sarcastic humour, and caprice, that the expe-
rience of three and twenty years had been 
insufficient to make his wife understand his 
character. Her mind was less difficult to 
develop. She was a woman of mean understanding, 
little information and uncertain temper. When 
she was discontended, she fancied herself 
nervous. The business of her life was to get 
her dau^ itiers married; its solace was visiting 
and news"(53). 
Here it becomes obvious that someone who has got 
deep insight into the psychic make up of both the character^, 
is speaking from outside the story. The author neither tells 
us very directly about Mr Bennet's wanton irresponsibility 
nor of Mrs Bennet's selfishness. She simply states some 
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conditions from which these inferences are drawn. On the other 
hand, in recording Mr Bennet's early h is tory , the author, while 
apparently presenting an objective account, quiet ly moves on 
from one point of view to another. 
"Had £llzabeth*s t&pinlon bcoo a l l drawn fro'n his 
own family, she could not hnve formed a very 
plaaslng pic ture of corajug^l f 'ellclty O" oomes-
t l c cOiTifort. Her father captivated by younth and 
beauty generally j i ve , had married -^  woman whose 
weak understanding 'ind i l l i b e r a l mind, had very 
early in t h e i r t^arriage, put an en^ i to n i l r t a l 
affection for her. iVespact, esteem, and confidence 
had vanishsd forever, and a l l his views of dora3s-
t i c happiness were over-throv;n. But hr Jennet v;as 
not of a d ispos i t ion to se&k co:::'ort for the d i s -
appointment which hi J own Imprudence had brou^^t 
on, in "^ny of these plsasures ./hlch too often 
consoles the unfortunate f'or t h e i r folly or- t h e i r 
voices. He was fond of th3 country and of books; 
and iron) these t a s t e s has arisen his pr inc ipa l 
enjoyments. To his wife he was very l i t t l e other-
wise Indebted than as her ignorance and fol ly had 
contributed to his amusement. This i s not the sort 
of happiness which a man would in general wish to 
owe to his wife; but where other powers of enter-
tainment, are wanting, the t rue philosopher will 
dr ive benefit from such as are given"C262). 
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At f i r s t the mention of Elizabeth in the opening sentence 
of the above paragraph suggests tha t the author i s perhaps 
preparing to present the heroine ' s impression of her fa ther . 
In r e a l i t y , the author I s not giving purely El izabe th ' s 
point of view in t h i s descr ip t ion of her parents but also 
paving the way to a sh i f t in the heroine ' s view point with-
out giving the impression of any break or de- l lnking . 
"Elizabeth, however, had never been blind 
to the improperiety of her f a t h e r ' s beha-
viour as a husband. She had always seen i t 
with pain; but respecting his a b i l i t i e s 
and grateful for his affect ionate treatment of 
herself , she endeavoured to forget tha t she 
could not overlook, and to banish from her 
thoughts that continued breach of conjugal 
obl igat ion and decorum which, in exposing h is 
wife to the contempt of his own chi ldren, was 
highly responsible"(262). 
In the above paragraph the author switches on quickly to 
El izabe th ' s point of view without creat ing the impression 
of abruptness. As a matter of fac t , E l izabe th ' s own impression 
of her parents as given in t h i s paragraph seems to be a 
continuation of what has been to ld about them e a r l i e r . 
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Austen's a r t i s t r y l i e s in the fact tha t we are able 
to follow closely and i n t e r n a l l y the landmarks of ^ i z a b e t h ' s 
development towards her f ina l reconc i l i a t ion with Barcy. She 
i s purged off her prejudice through a gradual psychological 
process but every intervening d e t a i l i s brought to the view 
of the reader so ful ly tha t the d is tance caused by the undesir-
a b i l i t y of her family members and also by her temporary 
withdrawal from the socia l scene in the ear ly par t of the 
s tory i s greatly reduced, A sustained ins ide view of the 
heroine i s continuously exposed to the not ice of the reader, 
which highl ights not only the plus points of her character 
but also the reasonabi l i ty of her react ions in various 
s i t u a t i o n s . Her disparagement by Darcy at the f i r s t ba l l 
and the consequent withdrawal from the scene of action i s 
of 
approved/by the reader. The reader begins to ident i fy himself 
with Elizabeth. There i s no denying the fact tha t Darcy's 
behaviour at the f i r s t ba l l confirms the verac i ty of the 
remark tha t he " is a te up with pride"(60) and El izabe th ' s 
react ion i s very much in l i n e with the thinking of the reader. 
Her re ject ion of Darcy's f i r s t proposal of marriage, her 
accusation of doing in jus t i ce to Wickham and also to her 
s i s t e r in t ry ing to seperate her from her lover because of 
the incongruity in the s t a t ions of t h e i r l i v e s gets fu l l 
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approbation of the reader. The Idea tha t Elizabeth i s a 
sensible and se l f - respect ing g i r l , and that she has everything 
in her to recommend her as the heroine of the s tory , finds 
further support in Darcy's gradually showing r e s t r a i n t but 
d i s t i n c t sign of succumbing to her charms desp i te her ind i f fe -
rent a t t i t u d e towards him a f t e r her abashment at the b a l l . The 
gap between the two protagonis ts of the s tory , SLlzabeth and 
Darcy, goes on widening and the most e l i g i b l e man's proposal 
of marriage i s turned down. As a matter of fact in challenging 
Darcy, Elizabeth a s se r t s a kind of defensive p r i ce which makes 
her appear progressively i n t e r e s t i ng to the reader as well 
as to Darcy(379)» rhe pr ide which she begins to exhibit 
r ight from the beginning of the s tory does not seinre to widen 
the gap e i t h e r between her and the reader o r between her and 
Darcy; i t renders her increas ingly a t t r a c t i v e and slowly but 
s t ead i ly moves her c loser to Darcy. El izabe th ' s angry refusal of 
Darcy's propossil of marriage marks the beginning of the great 
change in his mind. The next day Elizabeth i s handed Darcy's 
explanatory l e t t e r wri t ten In a dignif ied tone and offering 
some new l i g h t not only on Jane-Blngley a f fa i r but also upon 
the supposed unfairness to Wickham. The l e t t e r serves to 
reveal the rea l Darcy; his image now begins to improve in 
the eyes of the reader a l so . The dis tance between the reader 
and Darcy begins to exhibit signs of convergence and simultaneously 
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the change in El izabeth ' s a t t i t u d e towards Darcy also begins 
to surface. At no place In the story does Elizabeth stand up 
against the reader in point of her feelings and d l ree t ion of 
ac t ion. She reads the l e t t e r with great astonishment. She 
I s p a r t i c u l a r l y stunned by the account of Wickham and her f i r s t 
react ion was to d isbel ieve Darcy. But then ref lec t ing on 
Wickham's behaviour at Meryton, spec ia l ly with regard to his 
rumoured fancy for one Miss King, she feels obliged to Infer 
tha t Darcy's account of Wickham has some elements of t r u t h 
in i t : 
"How d i f fe ren t ly did everything now appear in 
which he was concernedJ His a t t en t ion to Miss 
King were now the consequences of views solely 
and hateful ly mercenary; and the mediocrity of 
her fortune proved no longer the moderation of 
her wishes but his eagerness to grasp at any-
th ing. His behaviour to herself could now have 
no to l e rab le motive; he had e i the r been deceived 
with regard to her fortune or had been g r a t i -
fying his vanity by encouraging the prefei^ce 
which she believed she had most uncons^ously 
shown."(2J6) 
In her re f l ec t ions here, Elizabeth draws very close to the 
thinking of the reader . Darcy's explanatory l e t t e r not only 
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shaken^ her resolution of standing up against him but also 
makes her feel ashamed of her behaviour towards him. Now 
the distance between the two chief protagonists, who have 
gone wide apart begins to show distinct signs of reduction. 
Elizabeth feels that she behaved despicably towards Darcy 
and in this moment of self-mortification, she begins to 
doubt her capability of discernment on which she has prided 
so much hitherto. Now she realizes the truth of Darcy's 
account of her sister Jane also. She feels that there is 
much justification in his views about her family's unseemly 
behaviour. 
Now Jane Austen contrives to bring iSLizabeth and 
Darcy together at many places to narrow down the gap that 
exists between them. Elizabeth's meeting with Mrs Reynold 
at Pemberley where she has gone on vacation with the Gardiners 
further improves Darcy's image in her mind. Mrs Reynold- the 
old house keeper of Pemberley; lavishes her warm praise on 
her master. She knew him very intimately and always found 
him "the sweetest tempered and the most generous hearted 
boy in the world"( ). Her account of Darcy's character 
helps Elizabeth to see him in a more favourable perspective 
and in the same proportion rid her of her prejudice which 
she has so scrupulously sustained in her mind towards him. 
Now already softened in her attitude towards Darcy, she suddenly 
encounters him while coming out of Pemberley. She finds him 
more civil than ever before: 
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"Amazed at the a l t e r a t i on of his manners since 
they l a s t par ted , every sentence tha t he 
u t te red was Increasingly his embarrassment; 
and every idea of the impropriety of her being 
found there recurring to her mind the few 
minutes in which they continued together were 
some of the most uncomfortable of her l i f e . 
Nor did he seem much more ease: when he 
spoket h is account had had none of i t s usual 
sedateness; and he repeated his inqu i r i es as 
to the time of her Jiawlng l e f t Longbourn, and 
of her stay in Derbyshire, so often, and in 
so hurried a way as p la in ly spoke the d i s t r a c -
t ion of his thoughts"(136). 
The love hatred re la t ionsh ip tha t has existed between 
the two pro tagonis t s , begins to take a d i f ferent shape. Now 
Darcy's progressive conversion to b e t t e r manners become amply 
evident. He quickly re turns the v i s i t , c a l l s on Gardiners and 
appears to be uncommonly gentle in his a t t i t u d e to the 
Gardiners as well as to iHlzabeth. He des i res to be permitted 
to bring her s i s t e r Georglna Darcy to them. On meeting Georgina, 
Sl izabeth l i k e s her very much and a f te r the Darcy have gone 
finds occasion to re f l ec t on her vague th<wghts: 
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She cer ta in ly did not hate him. No hatred 
had vanished a l o n g . . . . s h e was grateful to 
hira. She fe l t a real In te res t in her welfare: 
and she only wanted to Icnow how far she 
wished that welfare to depend upon hareaif 
and how i t would be for the happiness of 
both that she should employ that power, 
which her fancy told her she s t i l l posse-JSfjd, 
of bringing on the rnnewal of his addrcds. (28^) 
rhis i s perhaps the antl-olimax of her previous 
h o s t i l i t i e s towards Darcy. in th i s paragraph, J-me .M.usten 
i s able to indicate something of tha cornplexity of ulizabeth'n 
mind and the continued res is tenca which she s t i l l puts up 
against th2 release of her own stron^: feelings for Uarcy. 3ut 
the novel is t ag-iin shocks lillizabeth into liovin^^ t*li :^htly rapidly 
traversin-^ the already reauced distance between her and Darcy 
by introducing the stunning news of Lysdla 's elopment with 
Wickham. j51izabeth's ungulsh reaches i t s highest peak and 
V/ickhaffl's real self i s exposed, the more the dis tance between 
hereself and Darcy decreases. Her feelings about Darcy now ascends 
to another l eve l . She feels very sad that perhaps Darcy i s lo s t to 
her good. In present circumstances, he would never l i k e to a l ly 
himself to a family connected with the despicable Wickham. 
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But the profoundity of her mort i f ica t ion comes when she i s 
informed tha t Darcy i s instrumental in get t ing Wlckhara and 
Lydia married. He also helped Wickham in buying his mi l i t a ry 
commission. Further more, he also ass is ted in renewing Bingley's 
love for Lydia. Slizabeth i s thoroughly shaken from within. 
She refuses to oblige Lady-de-aoi^?ugh by the promise not to 
concede Darcy i f ever he comes up with a propos-al to marry her 
Now the gap between the two characters being f i l l e d in , she 
begins to r e a l i s e tha t perhaps Darcy i s the most su i tab le match 
for her. Darcy goes in to background in the end-part of the 
s tory tha t pieces together such episodes as are to reveal 
E l izabe th ' s change of mind. During the course of the s tory 
she t raverses the dis tance that intervenes between the two 
pro tagonis t s , she rea l i zes that her hatred for Darcy grounded 
on absolutely false notion and misunderstanding has d r i f t ed 
her off Darcy and blurred a l l chances of her uni t ing with him. 
But to her great surpr i se , Darcy proposes again, and a l l 
physical and mental ba r r i e r s between the two being removed, 
she ready consents to marry him. As a matter of fact» d is tance in 
Pride and Pre.iudlce plays a very important ro le in unfolding 
the meaning of the s tory . In the beginning s i tua t ions are 
created In which El izabeth ' s hatred against Darcy i s slowly 
but s tead i ly bu i l t up t i l l I t swells up to the maximum. The 
reader also f a l l s in l i n e with the emotion of the heroine. 
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But r ight a f t e r the re ject ion of Darcy's f i r s t proposal the 
two protagonis ts begin to display signs of resolut ion of t h e i r 
problems. The dis tance gradually narrows down, the obs tac le , 
are removed step by step t i l l in the end ELizabeth^s prejudice 
i s completely overcome. The reconcil%tion begins to surface 
progressively and f ina l ly t h e i r union through matrimony marks 
the end of the s tory. 
Two other points about Jane Austen's management of 
the nar ra t ive perspect ive deseirve to be dea l t with here. One 
of them i s what Halliday descr ibes as "Kinaesthelics" by 
which he means the movement tha t the wr i te r Imparts to his 
s tory and the other i s the au thor ' s a r t i s t i c sense of se lect ion 
of mate r ia l . Both of these aspects , are in t imate ly connected 
with each other . Since Pride and Prejudice does not contain 
much of melodramatic s t i r of emotion, the s tory p e r s i s t a n t l y 
moves with a normal pace without much f luc tua t ion . Also in 
view of the l imited time span of the s tory the wr i t e r does not 
dwell much on charac ter i sa t ion or else on s i tua t ions which 
do not c a l l for much a t t en t ion . Jane Austen quickly moves on 
e i the r to sum up the qua l i t i e s of a character or to ind ica te 
the s i tua t ion which i s to follow next. When Elizabeth i s 
waiting fol? the Gardiners to a r r ive at Net her - f ie ld as planned 
before to take her on a tour of Lake d i s t r i c t , she receives 
a l e t t e r which speaks of the postponement of the proposacl 
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plan for sometime. She is very much disappointed and the 
reader also gets anxi us» The narrator realizes, the situation 
well enough. She does not sport with the impatience of the 
reader by unnecessarily staying on the Intervening period 
which does not have much in it to engage the reader. She 
leaves out the whole month covering it In only two short 
sentences: Pour weeks were to pass away before her uncle's 
and aunt's arrival. But they did pass away and Mr. and Mrs 
Gardiner with their four children did at length appear at 
Longbourn"( 265 )• 
In point of selection of material, Jane Austen 
exhibts an acute sense of discrimination. She leaves out 
all the redundant backgound materials. At times she displays 
much more sensitiveness than even a photographer. She talks 
about the preparation for Netherfield ball at great length 
exposing the enthusiasm which the Bennets and other local 
families sustain in their mind. But she skilfully avoids the 
description of the details of the dresses and appearances of 
men and women partaking in the ball because of their curiosity 
in Bingleys and their friends. These are too superfluous 
things to be incorporated in the mass of the story. A detailed 
account of the dress and hair would no doubt add to the 
volume of the novel but serve no purpose except to Impa^ the 
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unity of the plot with abundance of unwanted material. We 
must take what she chooses to give us for what she withholds 
is not important. Her predominant concern in the story Is not 
the physical aspect of the characters but their thoughts and 
feelings. It has been very adequately shown in the concluding 
part of the story after the two protagonists have united in 
matrimony. They walked on, without knowing in which direction. 
There was too much to be thought and felt and said for atten-
tion to any other object"( i;^^ ). Thoughts and feelings which 
constitute the psychological part of the characters' personality 
and their manifestation through action are the real sphere 
within which she works and which she illuminates by the artistic 
control of the narrative perspective. 
ooooo 
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Chapter I I I 
EMMA 
anmst i s a comedy about heroine 's delusion and her 
gradual enlightenment* She resembles Sl lzabeth- the heroine 
of Pride and Pre.iudice - i n being deluded, but instead of 
having one overwhelming i l l u s ion as i s the case with 
Elizabeth, aajma has several a l l i e d ones. E3.izabeth i s misled 
by an outward action but Emma's delusion chief ly germinates 
from her own d ispos i t ion of having too much her own way. 
She,being too sure of the correctness of her judgement, 
developes a cer ta in kind of propensity for match—jnaking 
which ruins the prospect of many of the characters in the 
beginning^and gives b i r t h to a chain of unexpected events in the 
s tory . Jane Austen appears much l e s s in person as a na r ra to r 
because anma stands firmly throughout the novel in the centre 
of the story and we need to know scarcely anyting that Qnma 
cannot t e l l us consiously or wi t t ing ly . The s tory opens with 
Emma: 
Unma Woodhouse, handsome, clever , and r i ch , 
with a comfortable home and happy d i spos i t ion , 
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Seemed to uni te some of the best blessings 
of existence; and had l ived nearly twenty-
one years In the world with very l i t t l e to 
d i s t r e s s or vex her(37). 
Thus, She, at the very f i r s t stroke of the au thor ' s pen 
stands before us prominently. Her story then unfolds s l i gh t l y 
rapidly and the f i r s t chapter es tab l i shes one of the longest 
and the most te lescopic views of her character and s i t ua t ion . 
We see a dynamic g i r l who possesses everythingipower, author i ty , 
beauty and richness to recommend her for the role of a heorlne. 
To describe convincingly the delusions which makes 2mma an 
easy prey, Jane Austen t e l l s us about the inherent def ic ien-
c ies of her temperament .also. 
The rea l ev i l s indeed of xilnma's s i tua t ion 
were the power of having ra ther too much 
her own way, and a d ispos i t ion to think a 
l i t t l e too well of herself; these were the 
disadvantages which threatened a l loy to her 
many enjoyments. The danger, however, was 
at present so unperceived, tha t they did 
not by any means rank as misfortunes with 
her(37). 
The author in the midst of the r e c i t a l of many facts 
about the heroine and her family d isc loses the theme of the 
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story a l so . Here the reader finds d i s t i n c t indicat ion that 
perhaps the supreme self-confidence and the serene delusion 
of the heroine wi l l a l loy her happiness and cons t i tu te the 
cen t ra l action of the s tory. Mr Knightley 's appearance on 
the scene i s also int imately re la ted to Emma's point of 
view. She c red i t s herself for s e t t l i ng the marralge of Miss 
Taylor and i n s i s t s on making one more match, tha t of Mr Elton-
the v icar of Highburry. Mr Knightley throughout the novel 
appears to be a correc t ive force and warns Qnma against the 
fo l ly of match-making but a l l in vain. He t e l l s her especia l ly 
not to force her choice on Mr Elton. 
"Invi te him to dinner , anma, and help him to 
the best of the f i sh and chicken, but leave 
him to chuse his own wife. Depend upon i t , a 
man of s ix or seven-and-twenty can take care 
of himself"(^5). 
Qnma r e s i s t s h is sane advice s l i g h t l y obs t ina te ly and 
i nv i t e s a l o t of t rouble to herself . She s t i cks to her 
vagaries without l i s t en ing to Mr Knighley and devotes herself 
to t h i s project but the encouraged Nr Elton has something e lse 
in his mind. 
"Miss Smith,' - I never thought of Miss Smith 
in the whole course of my existance- never 
paid her any a t t en t ions , but as your fr iend: 
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never oared whether she were dead or a l i ve , 
but as your friend. I f she has fancied 
otherwise, her own wishes have misled her, 
and I am very sorry- extremely sorry- But, 
Miss Smith, indeedJ- Ohi Miss V^odhousei 
Who can think of Miss Smith, when Miss 
Woodhouse i s neari"(l50)» 
He misconstrues Qnma's i n t e r e s t in him as the sign 
of her love for him and proposes to her instead of Harriet 
Smith. Soon a f t e r , Emma's f i r s t fancy d i s s ipa t e s In anger 
and self-reproach, we find her heading towards another 
delusion when she imaglne*her in special r e l a t ion to Frank 
Churchil l . But the candour that l e f t her uncon^ous of 
Mr El ton ' s in ten t ion , readers her equally blind to Frank 
Churchi l l ' s lack of them. Frank Churchill- the step son 
of Mrs Taylor, appears on the scene with a l l the a t t r a c t i v e -
ness of his manners and youthful s p i r i t s . Jane Austen crea tes 
a very strong i l l u s ion of his e l i g i b i l i t y to Emma's hand. His 
voice begins to dominate the scene and at one place Mr 
Knightley speaks his anger indignantly: That fel^ w thinks of 
nothing but shewing off his own volce"( ) . The reader^ 
access to Frank's a f fa i r s and manners i s undoubtedly l imi ted 
to what i s seen through Emma's eyes but super f i c ia l ly she 
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seems to have receded from the stage for making room for 
Churchill to manifest himself as much as poss ible l e s t he 
should f a i l to build up the deception,around Qnma. Jane 
Austen introduces Churchill to Emma and records her impre-
ssion of Churchill in the following words; 
The Frank Churchill so long talked of, so 
high in i n t e r e s t , was ac tual ly before her-
he was presented to her, and she did not 
think too much had been said in his p ra i se ; 
he was a very good looking youngman; height, 
a i r , address, a l l were unexceptionable, and 
his countenance had a great deal of the 
s p i r i t and l i v e l i n e s s of his f a t h e r ' s ; he 
looked quick and sensible . She fe l t imaiedia-
t e l y that she should l i k e him; and ther$ was 
a well-bread ease of manner, and a readiness 
to t a l k , which convinced her tha t he came 
intending to be acquainted with her, and 
that acquainted they soon must be(202). 
Jane Austen understands i t well enough that she cannot 
possibly crea te the i l l u s i o n of Frank's e l i g i b i l i t y to Stoma's 
hand unless she assigns him a prominent place on the stage 
and highl ights his qua l i t i e s as the best su i to r to her. There-
fore, in a l l t e t e - a - t e t e , t ab l e t a lk gatherings ba l l s and 
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music sess ions, Churchill seems to have dominated the stage 
early 
in t h e / par t of the s tory. Mr Weston takes p r ide in ta lking 
about him very often to impress people about his great 
qua l i t i e s of head and hear t , Mrs Weston also recounts the 
t a l e of his a r r iva l In xtandalls with great warmth and zeal . 
She being his step-mother, overdoes her par t . to earn 
his p leasure . Miss Woodhouse i s also much a t t r ac ted by his 
sophis t icated manners, and becomes c r i t i c a l of Mr Knightley's 
unhappy remarks about Churchil l , The reader also begins to 
understand tha t perhaps Churchill would emerge as the hero 
of the s tory . Frank Churchill himself contr ibutes to t h i s 
impression Immensely by his a t t i t u d e towards Soma, To 
emphasise his i n t e r e s t in JSinma, Churchill hides his rea l 
feelings towards Jane Fairfax with whom he i s secre t ly 
engaged. He does not even hes i t a t e in smearing her for her 
poor s i tua t ion in l i f e . He also comments her far being 
"natural ly so pa le , as almost always to give the appearance 
of i l l healthr A most deplorable want of complexion"(210). 
But the reader knows tha t Churchi l l ' s denigrat ion of Jane 
i s intended to keep Mma off the scent about his secret love for 
Fairfax. In fact Jane Fairfax i s an accomplished g i r l and in 
many respects superior to Qnma hence his own choice for the 
marriage. His p^ersuit^of Etama i s merely a pre tex t to be in 
" be 
the same neighbourhood as Fairfax. He/fools Emma to the top 
Sh-
ot h is heart and approves of her foolish conjectures regarding 
Jane 's secret love in t r igue with Mr Dixon, the son-in-law of 
patron. 
her/ While commenAing on the re la t ion that ex i s t s between Mr 
Dixon and Miss Fairfax, Btnraa t e l l s to Churchil l : 
"Yes, and what you told me on tha t head, confirmed 
an idea which I had entertained before . - I do 
not mean to re f lec t upon the good in tent ions 
of e i the r Mr Diaron or Miss Fairfax, but I 
can not help suspecting e i t he r t h a t , a f te r 
making his proposals to her ft'iend, he had 
the misfortune to f a l l in love with her, or 
tha t he became conscious of a l i t t l e a t tach-
ment on her side "(226). 
But with his abrupt departure to London on hearing 
about Mrs Churchi l l ' s sudden i l l n e s s , Frank suffers a l i t t l e 
set back in his meteoric prominence. I t r e s u l t s from anma's 
changed a t t i t u d e towards him. She has e a r l i e r fancied herself 
JiTito love with him but as she r e f l ec t s on her feelings towards 
him ser iously , she finds herslef quickly out of i t again. She, 
however, thinks that she may adro i t ly best«w on Harriet the 
place in Frank's heart which she had so coolly resigned. Though 
on his return from London, Frank Churchill once again pa i r s 
with Emma in his Jubi lant sports but the reader now knows i t 
well tha t Smna's i n t e r e s t in him i s motivated only by a des i r e 
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to bring him closer to Harriet. 
Edima, however, gets another jolt when the relation 
between Jane Fairfax and Frank Churchill are made known to 
every one in Highbury, Frank's marr«tiage with Jane, she 
imagines, can cause her no personal pain but only annoyance 
at having once more to confess her stupidity to Harriet, The 
intricacies of the plot are tightened further when Harriet 
tells anma that she was never interested in Frank Churchill. 
Also she shyly confides to her that Mr Knightley has an 
interesting sentiment for her. Einma is abased to the ground 
as she thinks how for the sake of the patronised Harriet, 
she was going to be separated from her all time friend, Mr 
Knightley. She feels something darting through her with the 
speed of an arrow. Struggling to sustain the unexpected blow, 
Emma discovers her own love for Mr Knightley and thinks "that 
Mr. Knightley must marry no one but hers el £(398)*- Now she 
realises that she has been brought to the brink of permanent 
misery and that too not because of any one else but her own 
self. She repents for having been vain and unmindful of the 
sincere advice of Mr Knightley for not meddling in the 
affairs of Miss Harriet. She resolves to be more sensible in 
her conduct and more rational in her actions. Now she changes 
into a sensible and rational creature and realises her 
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er rors of judgement which has led her to the present miserable 
p l igh t . She Is now completely educated fpc»B the condition of 
self-deception brought on by the scales of pr ide into a 
condition of perception. She i s soon rewarded also, for much 
to her surpr ise Knightley proposes to her. Mr Knightley 
during the course of his conversation accepts to ianiaa tha t 
he i s s l i g h t l y envious of Frank Churchill . But Elnma does not 
ask her what i s the point of his enviy. Miss H a r r i e t ' s 
declara t ion of • having received indica t ions of love from 
Mr Knightley s t i l l fresh in her mind, she begins to miscontrues 
the meaning of his envy with Churchill as the manifes'tation of 
his love for Harr ie t . But u l t imate ly when Mr Knightley i s 
pressed by Bama to reveal the secret as a fr iend, he t e l l s herj 
"I have gone too far already for conceal-
ment.-Smma, I accept your offer- Extra-
ordinary as i t may seem, I accept i t , and 
refer myself to you as a f r iend, - Tell me, 
then, have I no chance of ever succeeding"(^17)? 
itama finds i t d i f f i c u l t to contain herself with t h i s 
unexpected joy p a r t i c u l a r l y when she had begun to feel tha t 
a l l was l o s t for her: 
flnma was almost ready to sink under the 
ag i ta t ion of t h i s moment. The dread of 
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of being awakened from the happiest dream, 
was perhaps the most prominent feel ing(^17). 
Her qualms of conscience about the future of the 
luckless Harriet are set at res t when Knightley reveals to her 
how he has l a t e l y shown much In t e r e s t in bringing Harriet 
c loser to her former fiance, Martin, Thus ends happily t h i s 
small v i l l age chronicle of a year. 
Towards the close of the novel, Jane Austen rever t s 
to the neut ra l omniscience point of view to t i e up the threads 
together in a coherent whole. The descr ip t ion of Emma's 
marriage which marks the f inal settlement of the conf l ic t s of 
the story makes i t necessary for the novel is t to Introduce 
t h i s shif t in the point of view. 
In Etama Jane Austen's in t rus ion i s much l e s s frequent 
than in Pride and Pre.iudlce and there too her voice blends so 
c losely with Emma's view-point tha t i t can hardly be dis t inguished 
Throughout the f i r s t three chapters , we learn much of what we 
must know from the nar ra to r but i t markedly coincides with the 
view point of the heroine of the s tory. While summing up Mr 
Woodhouse's q u a l i t i e s , Jane Austen wr i tes : 
She dearly loved her father but he was 
not companion for her. He could not meet 
her in conversation, ra t iona l or playful 
(38). 
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Here Jane Austen I s describing Mr Woodhouse, but the 
facts which she i s presenting agrees so markedly with Slnma's 
own opinion of her father tha t i t becomes d i f f i c u l t to 
separate the au thor ' s point of view from tha t of anma. There 
a re , however, cer ta in s i tua t ions in which the author e i the r 
comments on anma's act ions or analyses her character . Since 
these s i tua t ions cannot be t r ea ted from jjJmma's view point , the 
wri ter steps in d i r e c t l y and records her impression impersonally. 
At Sox H i l l , when Emma oversteps a l l canons of decency in her 
f l i r t a t i o n with Churchill , Jane Austen int rudes to highlight 
the undes i re^abi l i ty of her act ions in the following words: 
V-
Ifot that ianma was gay and thoughtless from 
any rea l f e l i c i t y ; i t was ra the r because she 
fe l t l e s s happy than she had expected. She 
laughed because she was disappointed; and 
though she l iked him for his a t t en t ions and 
thought them a l l , whether in fr iendship, 
admiration, or playfulness extremely Judicious, 
they were not winning back her hear t . She 
s t i l l intended him for her friend(362). 
Here Jane Austen intrudes to inform the reader about 
the reasons which are responsible for Emma's unseemly behaviour 
on t h i s occasion. Again when Eama r e a l i s e s that she has been 
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uncon^ously loving Mr Kniglitley sbe r e f l ec t s at length on 
her feel ings especia l ly a f t e r Mr Knlghtley has proposed to 
her. The author here finds room for a br ief Intrusion and 
remarks: 
I t i s remarkable, tha t Emma, in the many, 
very many, points of view in which she was 
now beginning to consider Donwell Abbey,was 
never struck with any sense of injury to her 
nephew Henry, whose r igh t s as heir expectant 
had formerly been so tenaciously regarded. 
Think she must of the possible difference 
to the poor l i t t l e boy; and yet she only gave 
herself a saOcy congous smile about i t , and 
found amusement in detect ing the rea l cause 
of tha t violent d i s l i k e of Mr Knlghtley 's 
marrying Jane Fairfax, or any body else,which 
at the time she had wholly imputed to the 
amiable so l ic i tude of the s i s t e r and the 
aunt(^33-^3^). 
Emma throughout the novel appears to be a victim of se l f 
delusion and when Jane Austen c a l l s i t remarkable that her 
heroine was never struck with any sense of injury to him, her 
nephew Henry, perhaps she i s speaking with an irony which must 
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help to measure the dis tance Emma has traversed since the 
beginning of the s tory. The proper impact of the remark could 
not have been conveyed but through the author. 
Distance in Emma i s another important aspect of the 
novel which deserves to be dea l t with at length . The fact that 
Emma possesses everything tha t qual i f ies her for a l l the 
happiness of l i f e but one i s c l ea r ly establ ished in the beginning 
of the novel. The only th rea t to her happiness, a threa t of 
which she i s unaware, i s her own self . She can ne i ther see her 
own excessive pr ide honestly nor r e s i s t imposing on the l i v e s 
of o thers . She discovers hersel f and am^s her faul t s only at 
a point of time when she has very nearly ruined herself and 
her c loses t friend, Miss Smith. The major par t of the s tory , i s 
devoted to highlight dinma's comic misunderstanding about other 
charac ters . Her ins is tance on her misdeeds despi te Mr Knightley 's 
counsel to abandon t h i s unwise path, constant ly threatens to 
produce serious harm to her image as a heroine. 
In Tom Jones a l so , the hero i n s i s t s on committing 
mistakes but t h i s double a t t i t u d e i s at tained pa r t l y through 
the invention of such episodes as to arouse sympathy in the 
reader and pa r t l y through the inser t ion of d i r ec t and 
sympathetic commentary. In Etama, since most of the episodes, 
as I have pointed e a r l i e r , highlight her fau l t s only and 
thus tend to increase e i the r the readers ' emotional dis tance 
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or anxiety about Qnma, a d i f ferent method i s required to over-
come the problem. Here the novel is t ne i ther intrudes obtrusively 
nor inserti? any episode to neu t ra l i se the effect of her 
f a i l i ngs . Any attempt to solve the problem by way of e i the r 
reducing the sympathies of the reader or bluring the c lear 
view of her faul t s would f a t a l ly affect the meaning of the 
s tory. 
Jane Austen solves the problem by showing roost of 
the story through ^ma ' s eyes. The authoress here ensures 
that the reader sha l l t r ave l with 3mna r a ther than stand up 
against har. Seen from outside Stoma would be an unpleasant 
person, unless l i k e Kr Knlghtley and Mrs IVeston, the reader 
knows her well enough to see her v i r t ue s , we may eas i ly be 
led to laugb. at her mistakes but sympathetically. Sympathetic 
laughter usual ly springs from an excess of v i r t ue s . Don 
Quaxotes madness i s a case in poin t . The raadnevss i s caused 
by an excess of idealism- an excess of loving concern for 
the unfortunate. Every crazy gesture tha t he makes gives 
further reason for loving the well meaning old fool, and we 
laugh at his f a i l ings in the same s p i r i t in which we laugh at 
our own fau l t s . But nothing in Mma's comic misunderstanding 
can serve for the same effect . She brings Harriet 3mlth 
twice at the brink of ruin not out of an excess of kindness 
but because of her conceited sel f confidence. Likewise her 
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f l i r t a t i o n with Ghurehill cannot be cal led sensible . She 
tn l s t rea t s J&ae Fairfax because of her lack of understanding 
and at one stage even becomes rude to Miss Bates. All these 
b la tant fa i l ing on the par t of the heroine are such as may 
eas i ly make her lose the sympathies of the reader. But Austen 
l e t s us forget that anma Is not only that what she appears 
to be. 3very section devoted to highlight her misdeeds, and 
tha t too from her own eyes, i s followed by a section devoted 
to her self-reproach. We see her rudeness to poor Miss Bates 
but before the reader could take an unsympathetic a t t i t u d e , 
there comes her penanae in v i s i t i ng her a f te r Knightley's 
rebukes. We see how her conceited fancies repeatedly put 
Miss Smith in awkward pos i t ions but we also see at great 
length her cas t lga t lon and agony on Ha r r i e t ' s account. 
I t was wretched business, indeedi 
Such an overthrow of averything she had been 
wishing fori - such a development of every 
thing most unwelcome.' - such a blow for 
Harr ie t ; That was the worst of a l l . Svery 
par t of i t brought pain and humiliation, of 
some sort or other; but compared with the 
evi l to Harr ie t , a l l was l i g h t ; and she should 
gladly have submitted to feel yet more mis-
taken- more in e r ror - more disgraced by 
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rals-judgment, than she ac tua l ly was, could 
the effects of her blunders have been con-
fined to herself(153). 
Thus we see that the sense of repentance and penance 
are s t i l l more vividly experienced by S^mma. Perhaps the most 
de l igh t fu l effect from our sustained inside view of iitaraa comes 
from her frequent re f lec t ions on Knightley. lihe i s bas ica l ly 
r ight about his pre-eminent wisdom and judgment ana yet in 
Q^QTY thought about hira she i s misled, i^en Knightley upbraids 
her for har t rying to ra??rry Harriet Smith x-zith Mr Elton and 
seperate her from the good-natured Martin, the reader knows 
that he i s r igh t . But jiknraa, though respectful towards him, 
remains unconcerned about his c r i t i c i sm of her conduct. Her 
re f lec t ions on t h i s occasion are , however, very s ignif icant 
for they throw l i g h t not only on the self-delusion of liinma 
cr--
but also the character of Mr Knightley. 
Emma made no answer, and t r i e d to look 
cheerfully unconcerned, but was rea l ly 
feeling uncomfortable and wanting him 
very much to be gone. She did not repent 
what she had done; she s t i l l thought her-
self a b e t t e r judge of such a point of 
female r ight and refinement than he could 
7h 
be; but yet she had a sort of habitual 
respect for his judgment in general,which 
made her d i s l i k e having i t so loudly against 
hei?; and to have him s i t t i n g just opposite 
to her in angry s t a t e , was very disagree-
able(91) . 
I t i s through such inside views of jtama that we know 
about the v i r tues and wisdom of Mr. Knightley. She i s our 
chief author i ty for taking Mr Knightley's comments even on 
her ownself to be serious and r e l i a b l e . Mr Knightley has no 
secret thoughts which the reader cannot see through lairaa 
except for his unacknowledged depths of love for her 
( ijmraa) and bis consequent jealousy of Frank Churchill . Mr 
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Knightley's appearance i s , therefore , r e s t r i c t ed to / those 
s i tua t ions which are meant for e i t h e r upbraiding Smma 
or giving expression to his emotions of jealoay. Jane Austen 
de l ibe ra t e ly keeps him at a considerable dis tance from the 
reader l e s t she be led to a l t e rna te her point of view 
between the two, to accord equal importance to these prota-
gonists of the novel. In that event the coherence of the 
plot wi l l be damaged. I t i s s ignif icant to point out here 
tha t in the e a r l i e r par t of Pride and Prejudice, the a r t i s t i c 
exigency requires the author to a l t e rna t e the focus of her 
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a t ten t ion on Slizabeth and Darcy. But a f t e r Bmme emerges 
ful ly as a view-point character , Darcy recedes In the back-
ground and we do not see much of hltn. The other characters 
in annia have more to conceal than to reveal . Jane Austen 
moves in and out of the minds of these characters with great 
mobility and ease^choosing for her own purpose what to 
reveal and v/hat to withhold. 3he de l ibe ra t e ly chooses not 
to present before the reader an extended Inside view of 
Jane Fairfax. Jane Fairfax out weights ilruma in many of her 
l u a l i t l e s and an extended inside viev/ of har would damage 
anma's c sn t r a l i t y in the s tory. Not only t h a t , Jane Austen 
attempts to btiild up some sor t of mystry about the kind of 
re la t ionship Miss Fairfax has with Churchill . Therefore, 
r i gh t ly disallows any extended in;;ide view of herC Fairfax) 
mind l e s t i t might reveal too much of her and weaken the 
effect of the mystry, Frank Churchill does occupy the scene 
for a greater length of time but i t allows the reader to 
look in to the outside view of his l i f e , ivery character 
partaking in the story i s a f lexible en t i t y moving in and 
outside the story to sui t the needs of the novel. The novel 
thus reveals Jane ji^usten's great s k i l l in manipulating the 
dis tance among various characters so as to achieve her 
objective of unfolding the theme of the story effect ively 
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and through a coherently wooven p lo t , /inother important point 
which requires discussion i s ths adjusttnant of dis tance in 
point of place. The main scene of action in aama romains 
confined to Highburry, The story throughout revolves ground 
Eighburry except for a few occasion, when ^van and other 
character. ' go to Mr=' 'Weston's place which i s only half a 
mile down th'^ l^ne . Frr^nk Churchi l l ' s departure to London 
i s important only as a news c-isually dropped by Mr Weston. 
The wri ter intend.-, t h i s information to serve to arouse the 
cur ios i ty of other characters and the reader about the 
real purpose of Frank's v i s i t to London. 
In .Jnm .^ the objective of brid^in^ up the gaps and 
blending the episodes i s in a lart^e measure obtgined by 
reducing the time .span of th3 dram;? of l i f e presented In the 
s tory. F ie ld ing ' s Tota Jones and picken 's Oliver Twist and most 
of the novels wri t ten by her prededessors e a r l i e r and 
successors in the early Victorian period, include a much 
longer span of time in t h e i r s t o r i e s . The natural resu l t i s 
tha t wide and frequent gaps on axiomatic and other l eve l s 
are often created and the novel i s t s confront with the problem 
of f i l l i n g up these gaps. Aul&ten's novels seem to mark a 
departure from the set t r a d i t i o n ; they depict only a very 
short period generally not exceeding one year and a few months 
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and thus reduce t h s magnitude of t b l s problem by eliminating 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of appe^ance of big and frequent gaps in the 
p lo t . From t h i s point of view, she comes closer to the 
novel i s t s of the stream of consciousness technique who 
generally deal with the present and do not face the problem 
of time-gap . The story of Oliver Twist s t a r t s from the 
time of his b i r th and the novel records his t r i b u l a t i o n s as 
an orphan in vivid terras. The wri ter portrays the story of 
the de s t i t u t e boy t i l l the legacy l e f t by his father i s 
restored to him and he i s grown up enough to be married, 
.inma, on the contrary, deals with the events taking place 
within only one year. ;3ut during trils short period, there 
would appear some gap which are to be properly f i l l ed up 
so as not to impair the symmetry of the p lo t . Moreover, the 
novel is t movement from one episode to another i s also l i k e l y 
to create breaks In the narra t ive which need to be sk i l fu l ly 
blended. Jane Austen exhibi ts great control and mastery in 
bridging jop these gaps. She f i l l s up these gaps from inside 
well before they rea l ly appear; Austen leaves loose threads 
of informations here and there in the s tory which l a t e r on 
serves to cement the subsequent episodes and make the plot 
look well connected. Before introducing Harriet Smith to 
3mma and the reader, Jane Austen prepares a su i tab le back-
ground so that her reference on the occasion may not appear 
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to be abrupt and cause a breach In tbe plot. The exact 
manner, she used to do so is interesting. We are told how 
Mrs Goddard the mistress of a school visits Mr Woodhouse 
frequently. The passage runs as follows: 
Mrs Goodqrd's school was in high repute-
and very deservedly; for Highburry was 
reckoned a particularly healthy spot; she 
had an ataple house and garden, gave the 
children plenty of wholesome food.... she 
was a plain motherly kind of women, who 
had worked hard in her youth, and now 
thought herself entltlbd to the occasional 
holiday of a tea visitC 52 ). 
Mrs Goddard is a very minor character and there are 
only a few passing references to her in the novel. Her appearance 
on the scene is best utilized by the writer for preparing the 
reader to receive Harrist Smith. v;hile describing Mrs Goddard, 
Austen quietly moves on to another subject of greater conse-
quence in the novel: 
As she (Emma) sat one morning looking for-
ward to exactly such a close of the present 
day, a note was brought from Mrs Goddard, 
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requesting In most respectful terms to be 
allowed to bring Miss Smith with her; a 
most welcome request, for Mss Smith was a 
g i r l of seventeen whom _-ihiraa knew very well 
by sight and had long fe l t an in t e re s t in , 
on account of her beauty. A very gracious 
inv i ta t ion was returned. (5 J) 
One can eas i ly discover how sk i l fu l ly , Austen blends 
with 
the episodes. .i>nraa i s no doubt acquainted/Harriet jmith 
previously but . not thoroujhly. The wr i te r cannot 
possibly introduce Miss Smith d i r e c t l y without preparing 
ground for i t , as she did in case of Uv Woodhouse and Miss 
Taylor. Both of these characters being int imately relatec: 
to ii>iiraa- the view point character , are readi ly assimilated 
in the scheme of the s tory. iSut the author has to bring 
Miss Smith in the story d i f f e ren t ly . She f i r s t introduces 
Mrs Goddard to the reader and then prepares him to receive 
Miss Harriet Smith without any feeling of abruptness or 
break in the na r ra t ive . The two episodes appear to be aesthe-
t i c a l l y connected and produce a sense of cont inui ty without 
making any impression of d is jointedness anywhere. The v/riter 
again says tha t Harriet Smith does not have many friends 
"but who had been acquainted at Hlghburry and was now jus t 
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returned from a long v i s i t in the country to some young 
l ad ies who had been at school therewithC 53 ) . The 
inforciat ion,that Miss Harriet Smith was away in a country 
and stayed there for quite sometime, with young lad les 
who had been her school mates,appears to be i r re levant 
and out of the context, dut Jane Austen drops t h i s apparently 
i r re levant piece of information not without purpose; we are 
struk with i t s usefulness as a l i n k l n j device, l a t e r on, 
when she t a lk s about Miss Smith's friendship with the 
Martins: 
The acquaintances sh3 had already formed 
v/ere unworthy of her. The friends from 
whom she hgd just p-arted, though very 
good sort of people must be doing har ham. 
They were the family of the naraa of Martin, 
whom Emma well knew by Character as renting 
a la rge form of Mr Knightley, and residing 
in the par i sh of Donwell- very credi tably she 
believed- she knew Mr Knightley thought 
high of then- but they must be coarsed and 
unpolished( ^q. ) . 
The information about Harriet Smith having stayed 
in the country with some l ad ie s i s made use of in t h i s 
passage. I t reveals the n o v e l i s t ' s design and the ful l cont ro l , 
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Austen has over the blending of the episodes she uses to 
weave the fabric of her work. The reader, i s thus often 
confronted with b i t s of d e t a i l s that i n i t i a l l y do not appear 
to be s igni f icant but l a t e r on acquire great relevance as 
the story advances; the reader i s led to reca l l those h i t s 
of information which now appears to be re levant . Such d e t a i l s 
gs these acquire the meaningful-ness of a pa t te rn and make 
the nar ra t ive appear consls tant ly coherent. 
O O O o O 
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Chapter IV 
CONGLUSIO^ 
Jane Austen's greatness as an artistic virtuoso 
has now become an established fact. Through a detailed 
analysis of two of her major works, I have attempted to 
bring out the fact that among man> of her qualities as 
a novelist, the essential Austenian narrative perspective 
has largely contributed to the artistic flawlessness of 
her works. The various tools of the narrative perspective-
selection of material, view point, and klnaesthetics- which 
she calls to her help during the course of the construction 
of the plot, are so aptly used that no where in the 
story does she seem to have failed to achieve the objec-
tive of dramatising the themes of her novels effectively. 
In the matter of the selection of material, 
Austen exhibits great mastery; she not only weeds out every 
bit of unwanted information but also trims up all that she 
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re ta ins with scrupulous accuracy l e s t nothing redundant 
should creep Into the mass of the s tory . Her s to r i e s are 
careful ly fenced and highly cul t ivated gardens with neat 
borders and de l i ca t e flowers. She usually places the 
heroine in the centre of the novel and uses her conscience 
as a f i l t e r to s i f t through the material of the s tory. 
Pride and Pre.iudice i s .-aizabeth's story and Ic i s the 
story of her sense and s e n s i b i l i t y ra ther than her outward 
ac t ions . The reader ' s access to hsr manners and a f fa i r s 
i s , therefore , r e s t r i c t e d by the needs of the s tory. ,Ve do 
not know much about the heroine from outs ide . Wer are not 
to ld gnything about her dress or else about her physical 
charms which very often go heavily Into the weaving-fabrics 
of other English novels. Also Austen does not t e l ] much 
about the landscape and the topography of various places 
she happens to v i s i t frequently except for Pemberley whose 
grandeour and neatness, and also the photographs hanging by 
the walls ins ide , have been fully exploited by the wr i te r 
for impressing on El izabe th ' s mind the fact that the 
e s sen t i a l Darcy i s much b e t t e r than the proud and haughty 
Darcy of the Netherfleld b a l l . As a matter of fact , Elizabeth 
has already s ta r ted showing signs of b e t t e r understanding of 
Darcy and the impression she gathered at Pemberley further 
smoothens ground for t h e i r f ina l r econc i l i a t ion . Elizabeth 
8^ 
f i r s t encounters the miniature of Darcy and Wickham in what 
has been his f a the r ' s favourite room, Darcy's allowing a 
p ic tu re of Wickham to hang in his f a the r ' s room reveals 
a f i l i a l p ie ty extol l ing duty over passion. She then confronts 
the full p o r t r a i t of Darcy in the ga l la ry . Her re f lec t ions 
on looking at the diiniature and then the p o r t r a i t represent 
two di f ferent a t t i t udes of ^ILlzabeth toward*-hiHi( Darcy). The 
miniature photograph of Darcy corri iponds to his moral 
dwarfness \^hich had e a r l i e r prejudixred IHlsabeth against 
him; the p o r t r a i t on the other hand gives an impression of 
his improved version as he appears to her in her chinked 
conditions of mind. The two photographs are symbolic of 
the whole course of Darcy's conversion in lILlzabeth's 
esteemation from an undeslreably rude and fas t idious person 
to a pleasing anil a t t r a c t i v e youn^ man. Formerly she had 
Interpreted the look on the miniature photograph as super-
c i l i ous disdain . But now when she confronts the enlarged 
version, she i s sure of nothing except the t r u t h of Darcy's 
warning upon these f i r s t acquatance that any attempt to 
sketch his character might prove immature. The number of 
impressions she gets from the photograph at Pemberley acquire 
the raeaningfulness of an action in point of s t rength and 
precis ion of communication. After Darcy's image i s su f f ic ien t ly 
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improved in her mind and she i s inclined to hear good things 
about him, Austen a r t fu l l y contrives to bring Darcy in the 
scene with an imrajjdiacjt which q«iakly re l ieves the reader 
of his impatience to know about the following events. The 
novel is t does not ramble about giving further d e t a i l s of 
the panomia of Peraberley. These ara some of ths noteable 
I l l u s t r a t i o n s of Austen's economy of a^t. In Mma a lso , the 
chapter In which Mr Xnlghtley and Mrs ^vestron discuss linma 
and hsr frisnd Harriet Smith i s the longest as well as the 
most economical. I t would have taken much more space, had 
Austen herself or any other character to ld the reader about 
Mma ^r)6. Harriet Smith, Mr. Xnlghley and i^ r^s Weston being 
very int imate with Mma and also being re l i ab le judges need 
no more corroborative evidence to become acceptable to the 
reader. Kot a single thread of information that Austen 
Incorporates in her s t o r i e s , i s redundant. J^ven her bores 
are wholly and purposefully assimilated in the scheme of the 
s tory . In t h i s respect she may well be compared to Shakespeare 
whose bores are also fully absorbing and amusing. Mrs Bennet, 
i " Pride and Prejudice whose sole concern i s to get her 
daugthers married, i s an embodiment of the unthinking-force 
tha t sometimes swells up in to vulgar i ty and works throughout 
the novel forcing Darcy away from ^iLlzabeth. Mr Collins Is 
also not very sens ib le . His defeclencles of nature and 
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understanding seem to have been only very l i t t l e compensated 
by h is edu<»afeioB and society. He t a lks l i k e a shallow man 
but his introduction in the story appears to be r ichly 
relevant in rsvealint-; S l izabeth ' s idea of a su i tab le match. 
She re j ec t s his proposal without giving i t a second thought 
because marriage to her i s more a union of two minds than 
a ra^ans for acquiring be t t e r monetary footing. In anma a lso , 
Mr \/oodhouse and Miss iSatas h-ive been portrayed as coialc 
charac ters . 3ut they are also relevant to the exposition of 
the theme of the s tory. Hr Woodhouse's strong Indifference 
to matrloiony which very often finds expression in his frequent 
lamentations over the marriages of I sabel la and Miss Taylor, 
does not allow .;)ania to become fully comcious of the basic 
need of sex in her own l i f e ; i t encourages her in sleeping 
over her own predicament with regard to marriage while she 
i s a l l the time engaged in match-makings so far as others 
are concerned. 
Jane Austen's management of view-point i s a e s the t i ca l l y 
re la ted to her constant readjustment of the emotional dis tance 
between the reader and the p a r t i c u l a r charac ters , a i izabeth-
the view-point character remains very close to the reader in 
point of feelings and d i rec t ion of action throughout the 
s tory . The shi f t in point of view i s Immediately followed 
by the adjustment of d i s tance . Auiten's temporary wlthdrawl 
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of Elizabeth i s necesslated by the fact that Darcy must find 
room for exhibit ing his q u a l i t i e s . In point of distance a l so , 
Darcy becomes closer to the reader and earns the approval of 
his e l i g i b i l i t y to n i z a b e t h ' s hand. The plot of Pride and 
Prejudice i s s l i gh t ly more complex than that of jtama, for in 
t h i s case, the wri ter has to work for acquiring the balance 
between the two equally imoortant charac ters . Austen achieves 
t h i s end, pa r t ly through the shif t of view-point and pa r t ly 
through the tnanipulatlon of dis tance between the reader and 
the view-point character . In Jnaa, the view-point i s essenti-ally 
and cons is tant ly one of Jmma's throughout the story. However, 
the d i f f i cu l t y a r i ses out of 'inma's ins i s tance on tnatch-raakins. 
bhe becomes outwardly undeslreable and thus d i squa l i f i e s herself 
by her own action for being considered the heroine of the 
novel. Austen does not Invent episodes or e lse seeks obtrusive 
in t rus ion to c la r i fy her pos i t ion , -^ -he novel is t manipulates 
i t very s k i l l f u l l y and economically; sh3 reveals her sustained 
inside view to the reader to counter-effect his growing pre-
judice against her and thus to r e h a b i l i t a t e her in his esteem. 
Austen's craftmanship i s also exhibited by her accurate 
sense of k lnaes the t l c . Both the s to r i e s cover only a very short 
span of time, one year and a few months at the most. JBoth the 
s t o r i e s move rapidly summarising the events in the ear ly , par t 
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of the novel from the author ' s omniscient point of view. 
Those pa r t s of the story vhich are Inherently passionate 
display an accelerated movement. In Pride and Prejudice^ 
Mr Collins proposal or Mr Darcy's f i r s t proposal causes a 
cer ta in kind of melodramatic s t i r of emotion in ;iLizabeth. 
In the likeraanner, Mr Alton's audlci ty in proposing to 
mma also upsets her emotionally. These and nany other 
par t s of the story which ca l l for quick raovement are full 
with verbs of BCtions and concrete nouns. The slow movement 
in such s i tua t ions i s fully avoided by th ' ' wri ter l e s t the 
plot become cumbersome and the nar ra t ive perspective turn 
into a poorly re f lec t ing medium. 
Thus we see that through a sk i l led and accurate 
management of the narra t ive perspect ive, Austen unfolds the 
theme of her s to r i e s with great energy and order. Her precis ion 
of communication i s not without s t rength; I t i s fully packed 
with content tha t i s e s sen t i a l ly required by the p lo t . Also 
the perspect ive that she evolves to convey the themes are 
made to re ta in a l l the i l luminat ing points of the s tory , which 
are closely knit together into a medium sui table for the 
effect ive ct-nmunlcation with the reader. The purpose of Art 
i s to transform the obscure and/ f leet ing ideas and emotions 
into something more feelable and tangib le . Austen's success 
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as a great artist lies in the fact that she is capable of 
transforming the various internal conflicts of human life, 
through an apt and accurate use of her tools Into something 
more effectively telling and. aesthetically pleasing. 
****** 
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